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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
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•

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
August 8, 2000
'.

,--

The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, August 8, 2000, iii the Robeits
Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the President.
Regents Present:
Larry D. Willard, President
David Archuleta, Vice President
Jason Bousliman, Secretaryffreasurer
Jack L. Fortner
.. Judith C. Herrera
Mary A. Tang
Richard Toliver

•

Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Brian Colon, President, Graduate and Professional Students
John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate
Gary Golden, President, Alumni Association
Lawrence Lovell, President, Staff Council
Jennifer Liu, President, Associated Students of UNM
UNM President William C. Gordon, Members of the Administration, the Media and
Others
Absent:
Mary Poole, Chair, UNM Foundation

******
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m.

******
PUBLIC INPUT

UNM Police Department Detective Phillip R. Merges, speaking as President of the UNM Police
Officers Association, Detective Clinton D. Simmons of the UNM Police Department, and Rudy
Vigil, labor representative for the Fraternal Order of Police, addressed the Board regarding the
impasse in the negotiation of wages for the 2000-01 contract for campus police officers. In sum,
the speakers expressed dissatisfaction with UNM Administration's wage offer and requested the
Board of Regents return the issue either to further mediation or to arbitration .
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ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Regent Toliver moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.

•

Motion carried.

******
APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF TIlE JUNE 13,2000 BOARD MEETING AND JULy 7-8,
2000 REGENTS' RETREAT

Regent Toliver moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the June l3, 2000 Board
meeting and July 7-8, 2000 Regents' retreat. Regent Fortner seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT - UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT WILLIAM C. GORDON

President Gordon noted that the fall semester begins on August 21, and the University'has spent
almost the entire summer preparing for the students' return to campus. More than a dozen Lobo
orientation programs have been held for new freshmen and for transfer students, and Vice
President Torres has sponsored more summer bridge programs than ever in the past. The bridge
programs bring students to UNM to acclimate them to the campus and give them some idea of
what to expect when classes begin so as to smooth their transition.

•

Enrollment figures are not firm at this point, but applications for spots in the freshman class are
actually up by about 1% over what they were last year, although the number of admissions given
those applications is down slightly over last year. Comparing figures today against those from
last year at this time, registration of beginning freshmen is up by 1.2%--so far 2,251 students have
registered. Given the earlier adverse publicity about the Lottery Scholarship program before it
became clear that the program was, in fact, solvent for this year, it was difficult to know what to
expect in terms of freshman enrollment. However, the best estimate now is that the size of the
freshman class that will be very similar to that oflast fall with 2,764 new beginning freshmen-somewhere between 2,750 and 2,800. UNM's ability to attract a freshman class and the stability
of those enrollments is encouraging.
One aspect of preparing for the incoming class is taking into account the fact that the progress
new students in particular make often has to do with the ease or difficulty with which they are
able to register, to find housing and financial aid, and deal with a number of things relative to
their academic preparation. From prior experience it is known that as a new semester gets
underway, students invariably encountet: difficulties in one or more of these areas. In some cases
it is just a matter of having everything work in a coordinated way; there will always be glitches in
one office or another on a given day. This year, the University was determined not to leave the
students alone to deal with such problems. A Rapid Response Team was formed and has met all
summer to ensure that all student support systems are well coordinated, that they can anticipate
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and help fix problems before the students encounter them. The team has members from offices
such as admissions, housing, recruitment, scholarships, college enrichment program, Dean of
Students and the Registrar. There are also representatives from Academic Affairs, particularly
from freshman English and mathematics, to insure that as enrollments begin to change, there will
be enough sections available in those key core classes to accommodate all students who arrive on
campus.
A new cadre of faculty joins UNM this year. As of now, contracts have been prepared for 91 new
faculty who are either teaching or research faculty. One boon for new faculty is a full-blown
faculty orientation program that introduces them to the students and teaching mission, supports
them in terms of finding teaching resources here and where everything is located, and helps them
get into the system. That orientation will be held on August 14. There will also be a new faculty
reception for new faculty and their families at University House on the afternoon of that first
orientation day.
Provost Brian Foster initiated the University's comprehensive strategic planning process this
summer. A variety of subcommittees have begun to meet to deal with different portions of the
planning process. That work is ongoing, and throughout the year the Regents will be updated on
its progress, although the Regents and many of the others present today will be participating in
the process in one form or another.

•

Keck Foundation has awarded UNM $1 million to support research into genomics and cancer
treatment. This project represents the best of what UNM is in terms of research collaborations,
involving as it does the UNM Cancer Center, the High Performance Computing Center, and a
great deal of expertise from Sandia National Laboratories, all being brought to bear on the same
very vital and important project. Keck Foundation is one of the most prestigious foundations in
the country. President Gordon congratulated everyone involved in attracting this award to UNM.
Another major award went to one ofUNM's premier research centers, the Center for High
Technology Materials. CHTM has become the lead institution in a multi-university project
focusing on high capacity optoelectronic interconnects. The project is funded by DARPA
(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency). The grant is in the amount of $7.123 million.
Other institutions involved in the consortium are Stanford, University of Texas-Austin,
University of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana and University of Southern California.
President Gordon commented that the following item was in some respects a down note, but in
other ways it said something about how UNM has changed. He said there was a great deal of talk
about the quality of the faculty at UNM and how the University has put itself in the position of
having to compete with the very finest universities in the country for its faculty, administrators,
and staff. Given the funding UNM has available, it is difficult to address the kinds of market
pressures now prevalent. Paul Fleury, one ofUNM's most renowned scholars, member of the
International Academy of Science, National Academy of Engineering, and Dean ofUNM's
School of Engineering, will be leaving this fall to take the dean's position at Yale University.
President Gordon said the University would hate to see Dr. Fleury go, but his departure did say
something about the arena in which UNM competed these days: the University would have to do
an exceptional job in recruiting and keeping its our excellent people here.

•

President Gordon introduced and welcomed Leslye A. Ellison, new Director of Career Services,
to the University .
President Gordon concluded his administrative report.
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COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS
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John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate
Dr. Geissman said that though he had nothing of substance to report at this point, there were a
number of interesting items coming up over the next few weeks and that he would have
considerable input at the Regents' September meeting.
Lawrence Lovell. President, Staff Council
Mr. Lovell said the Staff Council was engaged in its own strategic planning for staff and had also
been training the chairpersons for its committees. The Council has been monitoring the
consolidation efforts of the UNM staffat University Hospital. Mr. Lovell invited everyone to the
staff picnic at the Zoo on August 19.
Brian Col6n, President, GPSA
Mr. Col6n said that with the Board's help GPSA had a very productive year last year. He said he
had enjoyed working with Jennifer Liu, new President of ASUNM, and looked forward to an
equally productive year out of ASUNM under Ms. Liu's leadership. Mr. Col6n said GPSA
enjoyed being part of the interview process for Career Services Director and welcomed Leslye
Ellison to the campus.
Jennifer Liu, President, ASUNM
Ms. Liu said that ASUNM was preparing for Welcome Back Days. She said she had been
working with Mr. Col6n to learn "how things function," and would be able to give the Board a
very knowledgeable idea of what all the undergraduates on campus were doing.

•

Gary Golden, President, Alumni Association
Mr. Golden reported that the Alumni Association had been involved in its 2000 New Student
Orientation program for new students and their parents. He related he had received positive
feedback from several parents who were pleased with how the University treated them. Mr.
Golden said the Alumni Association was also involved in preparations for Welcome Back Days,
and the next major project for the Association would be Homecoming. The Erna S. Fergusson
Award and the James F. Zimmerman Award will be given out at the Board's Homecoming
Luncheon to Van Dorn Hooker and Ann Rhoades respectively. Mr. Golden passed out the latest
issue of Mirage and noted that henceforth the magazine would be published quarterly.

******
REGENTS'COMMENTS

Regent Bousliman said he would like to welcome Matt Henry, the new track and field coach for
men and women. Coach Henry comes to UNM from La Cueva High School, where he ran one of
the most successful programs in the state. Regent Bousliman also thanked Athletics Director
Rudy Davalos, Associate Director of Athletics Bill McGillis, and Sports Information Director
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Greg Remington for their outstanding work and dedicati9n to Olympic sports. He added that they
sometimes get heat for that, but in his opinion this new hire brings more resources into Olympic
sports and shows how committed these persons are to being competitive and having Olympic
sports. It is a wonderful boon to the University.
Regent Tang said she was sad to see Dean Paul Fleury leave the University, but appreciated all he
had done in the time he was at UNM.
Regent Willard said that Dean Fleury's departure in reality said a lot for the quality ofUNM's
staff and faculty. He said UNM hated to lose such people, but when they went on to another
position, it said a lot about them and a lot about the kind of faculty UNM was able to attract.

******
CONSENT AGENDA

Regent Fortner moved to approve the consent agenda. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A.

e

Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 07/25/00

The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on
the surplus property list dated 07/25/00. .".
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.
B.

Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff

The Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board recommends approval of the appointments
to the UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff.
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B.

******
ASUNM CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT - SPRING 2000 ELECTION

Jennifer Liu, President, Associated Students of UNM, explained that the purpose of this
amendment to the ASUNM Constitution was to increase membership of the ASUNM Election
Commission. The amendment was passed by 83% of the undergraduates voting and reads as
follows (new language is in bold and underlined).
Article VII, Section 4

e.

B, The Commission shall consist of between five and seven students appointed by the President
for a one-year term and confirmed by the Senate; and two Senators who shall not be candidates in
that election.
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Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the amendment. Regent Bousliman seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.

•

Motion carried.

******
GPSA CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS'::" SPRING 2000

Brian Colon, President, Graduate and Professional Student Association, asked for approval of the
following amendments to the GPSA Constitution. The amendments were passed at the GPSA
Election held April 3-6, 2000 (deleted language is indicated by strikethrough; new language is in
bold and underlined).
GPSA Constitutional Amendment #1
Preamble
We, the graduate and professional students of the University of New Mexico, coming from a
variety of disciplines. yet united in our concern for the quality of our academic
environment. believing that we can achieve more in our unity than we can alone. hereby
establish this Constitution to preserve and protect the rights of the students at this University, to
advance the interest ofthe graduate and professional student community, and to facilitate
the professional development of its members.

In operating under this Constitution, the Graduate and Professional Student Association shall
recogniz:e hold the following rights to be indispensable: the right to a complete and liberal
education, the right to access the resources necessary to promote that education, the right to freely
express ideas and thoughts that are:a product of that education, and the right to participate in the
processes and institutions that will ensure this education remains worthy and acceptable.

•

',lie hereby establish a governing body of graduate and professioaal stadent representatives,
wHose duty and purpose shall be to protect and defend the rights of the graduate and professional
students as defmed in the constitHtion, and to promote those rights within the university
comffiHnity. The governing body shall also recogniz:e all rights granted to stHdents by the
R~gents of the University of New Me:xico.
GPSA Constitutional Amendment #2
Article IX Elections

A.

The GPSA shall conduct General Elections in late March or early April. Unless
otherwise decided by the Council, the elections shall be held during the first full week of
April. General Elections shall run Monday through Thursday of the appropriate week
and polling hours shall accommodate day and evening graduate and professional
students. A plurality of votes shall decide all elections presented on the ballot.

Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the GPSA constitutional amendments. Regent
Bousliman seconded the motion.
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Regent Tang commented that at the Academic/Student Affairs Committee meeting, she had
questioned the striking of the sentence "The governing body shall also recognize all rights
granted to students by the Regents of the University of New Mexico" in the first amendment, but
felt she had not received a helpful response. At the time, she said, Mr. Colon had explained that
everything was contained in the Pathfinder, yet there was no such wording in the amendment to
explain that. She asked if Mr. Colon had further information. Mr. Colon replied that he thought
the students who voted in favor of this amendment were confident it was evident that if
something came down from the Board of Regents, it would be recognized as policy, and it was
not feasible nor appropriate to outline that in the Pathfinder. Therefore, the language was struck
from the amendment.
Voice vote was taken. Regents Archuleta, Bousliman, Fortner, Herrera, Toliver and Willard
voted in favor. Regent Tang opposed.
Motion carried 6-1.

******
CONTRACTS FOR ACTION: PHARMACY ROBOTICS SYSTEM

Vice President Weaks said that the contract for the Inpatient Pharmacy Robotics System had been
reviewed extensively by the Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee and was now submitted
to the Board of Regents for approval.

•

University Hospital CEO Stephen McKernan explained that an inpatient robotics machine did
work pharmacists now do. The advantage is in its very high level of accuracy. Drugs are placed
in small bar-coded packets, allowing unit nurses to cross check patients, nurses and medications
by means of the bar code. This will ensure a high degree of compliance when patients are given
medications. It will give a great advantage to University Hospital by freeing up some of the
pharmacists to move back into the clinics and inpatient units to work directly with physicians on
medication administration for the patients.
Regent Toliver asked about the accuracy of the system and Mr. McKernan explained that in
multiple millions, more than 10 million prescriptions had been delivered without error. The
confidence level is extremely high, and the Joint Commission on Accreditation for Health
Organizations (JCHO) is pushing for hospitals to adopt this standard. The Veterans
Administration system has actually mandated this type of technology for VA hospitals by
sometime in 2001. Regent Toliver asked if there were any check valves in case the robotic
system should misoperate. Mr. McKernan replied in the affirmative and explained the system's
internal checkpoint set-up, noting that there were more checkpoints than were now used.
Regent Tang asked what the Hospital's error rate was at present. Mr. McKernan answered that
the Hospital might have one to two Type III medication errors per year, which was well below
national standards. The robotics system will take care ofa little over 55% of the medication
distribution on the inpatient level-the remainder are dispensed through IV's, which the robotics
system does not do. Mr. McKernan said the Hospital hoped to reduce potential medication errors
probably in half.

•

Regent Toliver remarked that the objective here would be for efficiency. Mr. McKernan said it
was a combination of safety, quality of care, and efficiency .
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Regent Fortner moved for approval of the Inpatient Pharmacy Robotics System contract. Regent
Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.

•

Motion carried.

******
IMPASSE RESOLUTION Wlm POLICE NEGOTIATIONS

Susan Carkeek, Associate Vice President for Human Resources, explained that the crux of the
disagreement between the UNM Police Officers' Association and UNM Administration was
around the Regents' Policy to allocate 3.5% salary increase for all faculty and staff. She said that
in the public sector, collective bargaining was a bit of a challenge when a number like that and
funds like that were known and fixed. In the end, most negotiation sessions with the bargaining
units consist of talking about how to split that money up. The amount of money the University
has to work with is set by the Board of Regents, but the police officers are asking for additional
funds beyond the 3.5% salary package the Regents have approved.
Regent Fortner inquired as to where the officers proposed the funds to come from.
Ms. Carkeek replied that the officers proposed several possibilities. One is to reallocate salaries
off vacant positions. Currently four positions are vacant, and the officers propose taking two and
permanently reallocating that money to raises as opposed to additional staff. They have also
asked for equipment funds and other line items within the police officer budget. Thirdly, they
have asked that funds be reallocated from elsewhere in the University to the Police Department.
Regent Archuleta asked what it would mean iftwo positions were eliminated. Ms. Carkeek
replied that it was said earlier that there are constant vacancies and a challenge to keep positions
filled, so she thought the University would be leaving itself in jeopardy if it did not have those
lines to fall back on. She said staffing of the police function was pretty thin and it was about all
the University could do to cover the shifts it had. Regent Archuleta asked why there was the
difficulty in attracting and hiring people for these positions. Ms. Carkeek said that in law
enforcement in particular recruiting staff was now much more competitive than ever. The
University has been successful in attracting officers to transfer laterally from the Albuquerque
Police Department and other local jurisdictions. She said that turnover was one of the issues that
was mentioned and that turnover in the UNM Police Department was about the average for staff
in general--between 12 and 15% whereas campus wide turnover was running about 16 or 17%. A
this point it is not alarming. Regent Archuleta said that in talking about parity and knowing that
UNM faculty and staff are grossly underpaid in comparison to institutions of a similar nature,
how does the UNM Police Department compare to other universities ofa similar nature? Ms.
Carkeek said she would disagree with the word grossly. The University runs about 10 to 12%
behind its market for faculty and staff. Progress has been made the last few years because there
have been salary increases greater than the cost of living, but unfortunately it is chasing a moving
target. The Board's and Administration's first priority with the Legislature has been to improve
the University's position and to make it more competitive. One of the issues of disagreement
with the police officers has been over an appropriate market to compare to. Looking at other
colleges and universities, UNM police officer salaries are very competitive. But looking locally
at the Albuquerque Police Department, UNM is less competitive. Even so, the spread is not as
wide as the officers have indicated. One of the factors to be taken into account is the UNM
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benefits factor. There are many components of the UNM benefits package that are not found in
other private employers in town and not even in other public employers in town.
Regent Bousliman asked how eliminating a position affects legislative funding. Vice President
Weaks replied that eliminating a position could affect legislative funding because the formula by
which the University was funded incorporated salaries, and annual increases were given on those.
However, if positions are eliminated and their salaries put into the base, it would not make much
difference because it is the total dollar amount that is utilized to compute increases as opposed to

FIE's.
Regent Toliver asked what the effect of permanently removing positions in terms of the mission
of the campus police force would be. Vice President Weaks replied that there were times when
the University made a strategic decision to eliminate positions or consolidate positions. In the
case of the police officers, the UNM police chief has recommended that those positions be
continued for a variety of reasons, but clearly that is an administrative prerogative as opposed to
one that is the subject to negotiation. The chief needs to have the flexibility and availability of
those positions and clearly the intent to fill all of those positions as circumstances allow. Regent
Toliver said that apart from that, if these positions have been vacant for five year and the
University has not suffered anything in terms of its safety or mission, then what was the point?
Vice President Weaks said that first of all these four positions have not been open for five years.
It is a rolling kind of thing as positions are open, and in an operation the size of the University
there are always going to be positions open. It is not these specific four positions that are open all
the time.

•

•

Regent Toliver said that perhaps there was some merit in going back to further discuss the issue
and asked, in view of the deadlock, if there was any area at all where there might be room to
continue negotiations or discussions. Ms. Carkeek said that clearly the deadlock was the amount
of funds the University had available to work with. The University is committed to upholding the
Regents' Policy at 3.5%. Salary positions have been allocated on vacant positions to try to
supplement that, but to go to arbitration without that question answered would not result in much
progress. Ms. Carkeek stated she would be concerned if the decision of whether or not to uphold
the Board of Regents' policy were left to an outside arbitrator. How much money is available for
these negotiations is a final matter for the Board to decide.
Regent Fortner said he noted that in the bargaining unit classification pay three of the people not
getting a 3.5% raise were two eight-year veterans and a 22-year veteran. That, he said, was not
consistent with the 3.5% policy. Ms. Carkeek replied that one of the things done in the package
was a response to the issue of compression occurring between the salaries of the senior officers
and the sergeants who were supervising them. The University believes it would be able to correct
that disparity within a year or two if, on a temporary basis (not a permanent basis) it put
additional salary increases into the sergeants, held steady the top of the police officers and paid
them in a lump sum outside, and put in an appropriate differential for the supervisors' subordinate
responsibility. Also, the University has tried to respond to the specifics of its negotiations in the
last round. There were salary increases in the last contract that provided additional money 0 the
upper end of the pay scale. Those officers benefited with higher increases last go around so a
little more money is being put into the lower end salaries this year in order to catch up from the
impacts of the last round of negotiations. It is a reflection of what happened last year and where
the University is trying to go in the future. The ranges in salary increases that the University's
proposal reflects are anywhere between 2.9% and 4.7% .
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Regent Tang asked why one of the officers was getting a decrease. Ms. Carkeek said she would
argue that it was not a decrease, but a lump sum payment outside of the base, so it would be an
increase in his earnings. Those total earnings are reflected in retirement, so there are no negative
consequences on retirement, which is based on earnings. Regent Fortner asked if the lump sum
payment was automatic every year, and Ms. Carkeek said it was a one-year agreement. It would
be open again next year. She added that if this approach were taken on a temporary basis, a _
salary schedule could be reestablished with the sergeants. Last year when the contracts were
negotiated the sergeants were not in the bargaining unit. While the officers at the top end of the
pay scale got 20% pay increases, the sergeants got the University average of 4.5%. Thus, the
compression was created as a result of bringing into the bargaining unit job titles that were not
formerly there.

•

Regent Tang said she did not understand what it was about the process that was not followed
when the matter first arose. Ms. Carkeek contended that the University was following the
process. There was no provision for arbitration when there was a state law on public employee
collective bargaining. In the normal course of collective bargaining in the public sector, after
mediation the issue would come to the governing body to resolve any impasses. That is the
process the University believes it is following. There are provisions for arbitration to respond to
individual grievances or perhaps specific contract language, but in the case where the actual
negotiations are at issue, that is not something that has been subject to arbitration in the past.
Regent Tang asked President Gordon if, in dealing with other unions, the University normally
took its package-3.5% this year-to the negotiating table. President Gordon replied in the
affirmative and added that the University was obviously not a private entity with a profit margin
to distribute any way. It had a certain amount to be distributed. He said he thought that people
got caught up thinking that 3.5%--the amount here--was what everybody got. That, he said, had
never been the case. The 3.5% was the average if all the money received through tuition increase
and legislative appropriation were distributed equally to all members based on their salaries.
What emerged is an average of a 3.5% increase across the entire campus. He said that he had not
been directly involved with most of the negotiations, but it was his assumption that the University
had taken the money approved by the Regents for distribution to the collective bargaining units
and then most of the negotiations dealt with the issue of how those monies should be distributed.
Compression was a fact, so in some cases the issue to be negotiated was whether an attempt
should be made to give higher percentage increases to more senior people to try to remove that
compression Administrative decisions were made within units to consolidate revenues from
various portions and parts of the budget and in some cases to give out larger salary increases than
would be the norm based on the appropriation and tuition increases. For example, in the Biology
Department sometime ago, it was felt thattheir mission could be served with the current
complement of people within their department, but that they would loose their people if they did
not raise their salaries. So they did, in fact, abolish a salary position, took the salary savings from
that position and distributed it among the people in the department to try to retain those people.
That decision was left to the administrative leadership within that unit, because that leadership
had to judge the ability to carry out the mission in relation to the salary market pressures the
University always experiences.
Regent Tang asked if that meant there was the possibility of abolishing a line and giving it to the
sergeants or wherever it was felt it needed to be utilized most. Ms. Carkeek replied that those
options were available but that she believed it was a management decision as opposed to a subject
of bargaining.
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The Regents' mandate was to use a 3.5% average salary pool~ staffactually received 3.9%, which
was the average pay increase. Many administrators were using vacancy savings and vacant lines
to try to put as much money as possible into the salary package. That was done in these police
negotiations~ in the University's proposal, the average pay increase to these officers would
actually be 4%. Therefore, the University had already reallocated what it thought it could within
the budget and within the Board of Regents' parameters. To go beyond that, Ms. Carkeek said,
was where the flexibility the department needed would start to be jeopardized.
Regent Toliver asked if he correctly understood that a precedent set by leaving the issue to the
management within a department would not necessarily violate the mandate of the Regents. And
it would, therefore, be up to the management of the Police Department and its leadership to
determine whether or not it could meet the mission the University requires of it. Further, they·
would not have to make such a decision in a void, but would have to work it out some way with
management and the leadership of the University as to what was required to ensure the mission
was met. And even if that mission could be met, it would be up to that same management to
determine whether or not it would want to take those slots and work them into salaries. Ms.
Carkeek said Regent Toliver was correct,but, she said, to follow up on that, the ramifications
were obvious. These kinds of decisions, she said, had a compounding effect. In order to give
increases in the Police Department last year of 20% and in some cases more, the University took
vacancy savings. It proposed to do that again this year. But if that were done year after year, the
effect was to hold salaries for incoming recruits static. There will come a point where that will
come back to haunt the University~ it will not be able to fill jobs and will get into a very vicious
cycle. That, she said, was the management discretion the University struggled with. She noted
that it was a bit ironic for her in her position to sort of argue against, as it were, the highest
possible increase for all staff, because that was where her heart was. However, the University's
budget constraints must be balanced. Moreover, the morale of the University must be taken into
account because any number of staff groups can come before the Board of Regents and make the
exact same argument. Ms. Carkeek said she would urge the Regents not to pick out one group of
employees that could make a compelling case because every group of employees could then come
to the Regents.
Regent Fortner said he agreed with Ms. Carkeek, except he did believe the police officers were
different because for one, their training costs were generally more, and other factors. He said he
did not want to vote to oppose the recommendation and also did not want to vote to put the matter
into arbitration, but would like input on some direction in between so that negotiations could
continue.

•

Regent Willard said he did not agree with Regent Fortner about the cost of turnover training, i.e.,
that it was isolated and more expensive than other areas of the University. He said the percentage
of turnover said something in relation to that. He stated that people were hired to manage, but
when the door was opened up, days could be spent debating these issues with each individual
unit. He said he saw nothing in the statistics that would compel the Board of Regents to
circumvent management. In his view, good management people were hired and they ought to be
allowed to manage: He said he saw nothing here that was inconsistent with what he saw in the
community as a whole. When the Board raised tuition 15% it was to give an extra half percent in
addition to covering other areas, such as graduate programs, that the Regents thought were very
critical to the University. The Board did that in good faith and did it above what Administration
asked it to do. The Board has been very diligent in its efforts to provide funds to do what the
University is doing. Therefore he said he would certainly be open, but it would not be his
recommendation to start going around management because the statistics did not bear out doing
that.
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Regent Archuleta moved that the Board of Regents adopt the Administration's proposal.
Regent Tang seconded the motion.

•

Regent Willard commented that if the Board adopted Administration's proposal, it did not mean
Administration could not go back as management and continue to work on this issue. He said
that was management's prerogative, and that was what they were hired for, and that was his
thinking in this motion.
Regent Toliver said that he had had trouble all along with the single metric and thought a
different metric ought to be looked at. He said there was some value at looking at this in another
way, and whether that turned out to be a different kind of model or a different set of models, it
would give something that could more objectively balance what the law enforcement people were
trying to accomplish here. He said the single model he heard was the Albuquerque Police
Department and he thought that an imbalance and not in the officers' best interest if they were
trying to get something done. Addressing the police officers, Regent Toliver said he thought
there was no doubt that APD was not the last model and if that was the single metric they were
using, it would be worth reconsidering moving to another model
Regent Archuleta asked Ms. Carkeek if the turnover rate of faculty and staff was consistent with
that of the police officers' or was it less. Ms. Carkeek did not have the faculty numbers, but on
the staff side she said the turnover runs about 16 to 17% for regular staff. The Police Department
runs about 12 to 15%. Regent Archuleta concluded that it was not inconsistent. President
Gordon volunteered that faculty turnover was a little less, probably in the 10 range.
Regent Tang said she wished to make the comment that she appreciated the law enforcement
group and that they had done an excellent job. She said that she seconded the motion mainly
because in this discussion she had come to the conclusion that Ms. Carkeek and others had done
their best to work along the same lines for this agreement as they had with the faculty and staff
and everyone else they work with. She added that hearing from Ms. Carkeek that she was going
to work on the Sergeants' situation over the next two years had given her the confidence that it
would be straightened out.
Regent Archuleta said he was concerned that if the Board did anything different than go with
Administration's proposal, the wrong message would be sent to faculty and staff, who were
equally valuable to this institution. He said he wanted the police officers to get their money now.
So by approving this, they will get their money, and if they want to file a lawsuit or if they want
to continue to have discussions with the Administration, that is fine. It is what is supposed to be
occurring.
Regent Herrera stated that she did not disagree with anything her fellow Regents had said here
today. She said she thought Board has been very committed to trying to improve the salary
situation for everybody. She hoped that by their presentation here today and by the issues that
have been raised today, everyone would continue to look very seriously at ways some of these
salary issues could be resolved. These issues should be kept on the front burner and not
squirreled away until the next negotiation came around. Her own personal feeling was that there
was an entire University community to deal with, not just one segment of the employee
community. So she, too, thought that at this point it made sense to approve the recommendation
that has come for the from Administration. She would like everyone to continue to look at how
these salary issues could be resolved down the road.
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Regent Fortner commented that if this motion passed, it would seem there was still some
sentiment among the Regents that they would agree on perhaps looking at positions that were
vacant for money to use towards salary increases. Regent Willard, however, said that was really
not a Regent's decision but management's. He did not want that to be a mandate from the
Regents, because the reality is if that were overdone it could come back to haunt the University
year after year. Ultimately, he said, there has to be a catching up somewhere along the way.
Thus, the Regents were putting this back in management's hands, saying this was their role and to
solve it. That was what was expected from management and that was why good management
was hired.
Voice vote was taken. Regents Willard, Toliver, Tang, Herrera, Bousliman and Archuleta
voted in favor. Regent Fortner opposed.
Motion carried 6- 1.

******
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO AND THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF BERNALILLO
REGARDING PLACING MILL LEVY REQUEST ON THE NOVEMBER 2000 BALLOT

•

Stephen McKernan, CEO, University Hospital, explained that the Hospital Funding Act required
the mill levy supporting the hospital to be voted upon every eight years. That will take place this
year on November 7. The Regents are counseled to recommend to the County Commissioners
that the full statutory amount of 6.5 mills be placed on the ballot. This is needed to support the
ongoing mission of the hospital. As a public teaching hospital, its mission is twofold: one, to
support the academic mission of the University through a good facility and program for training
medical, nursing, and pharmacy students, residents and a variety of other allied health
professionals and two, to serve those people in the community who are uninsured and need health
care.
Regent Toliver commented that he had raised a concern in the Finance and Facilities meeting
about the burden the taxpayers bear. He said he had finally concluded that the story needed to be
gotten out to the community more so that it knew not only the positive side but also what the
alternative was to not doing what the University was asking. He suggested finding ways to
maximize the University's effort through the newspapers or by whatever means to let the
community know the University had done everything it could, but that the Hospital had to have
these funds if it was going to operate. The point is that there is a story to tell and a better job
needs to be done telling it.

•

Regent Willard, who served on the Hospital Board prior to being appointed a UNM Regent, said
that when it came to indigent care, Bernalillo County got a great bargain because the doctors, the
Hospital and Health Sciences complex have given in excess of $50 million a year in essentially
free care to go along with the County money. He said it was fine as long as services could be
delivered, but when got to the point where it was a drain on reserves and started to weaken the
financial position, it was not. He noted that a lot had happened in eight years as far as the
expense was concerned that related to what was happening in the medical and hospital business.
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Regent Tang said she agreed with Regent Willard's comments and said she would like to
commend Mr. McKernan for the constant battle he has been through working on this. She said
she was sure Mr. McKernan had plans to let people know that it was not just the hospital but
many entities that were involved. While people should know that the Hospital had been running a
deficit for many years, the University wanted them to know what this money would be going
toward.

•

Regent Tang moved for approval of the Memorandum of Understanding. Regent Herrera
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Regents of the University of New
Mexico and the Board of County Commissioners of the County of Bernalillo Regarding Placing a
Mill Levy Request on the November 2000 Ballot is hereby made a part of these minutes as
Exhibit C.

******
RESOLUTION REGARDING INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFER OF MONIES FOR MEDICAID
REIMBURSEMENT

r

Stephen McKernan explained that this was a somewhat complex issue because it brought two
issues together at once. One is that the state owes the University $12 million in cost
reimbursement settlements from 1996. It is also well known now that the state is short of
somewhere between $40 to $60 million in funding for the Medicaid program. Initially, the state
asked the University to provide, through an intergovernmental transfer mechanism, the state's
portion of the money toward that $12 million settlement, which would mean that the University
would net out $9 million. The Regents and the Hospital Board counseled the University to stand
firm on trying to retrieve the $12 million unless it could recover the $3 million by some other
mechanism. Work proceeded on another mechanism called a Medicaid upper payment limitation,
and the National Association of Public Hospitals advised on this transaction as they have done for
a variety of hospitals across the country. It said that a Medicaid program could not pay more than
what a Medicare program would pay for treating the same patients. That would also imply that a
Medicaid program could pay up to that Medicare limit. An arrangement was worked on with the
state whereby the University would receive an additional payment for up to the amount of the
upper payment limit, which would be about $9 million this year. After that, the University would
make the state match through another intergovernmental transfer to get the federal drawdown for
that. The state has asked, if it were to provide the University the money through the upper
payment limit, that the University provide the money for the state match on the settlement. This
is thought to be a good arrangement for the University because it gets its cash in the door and can
settle up old books and there is a net positive gain to the University of $4 million. This
transaction is recommended.
Mr. McKernan said the Hospital believed this transaction could be done through a certification
process that allowed the University not to have to actually send a check to the state, but certify
that it had spent the money to provide services to Medicaid patients. This course is recommended
to the Regents who would authorize management to go to Santa Fe, negotiate the final parts of
this, and make sure the executive and legislative branches were informed and agreed. The
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Hospital's authorization would be limited to doing this certification process and it would not be
authorized to write any checks to the state for the transaction.
Regent Tang moved for approval of the Resolution regarding intergovernmental transfer of
monies for Medicaid reimbursement. Regent Toliver seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Resolution Regarding Intergovernmental Transfer of Monies for Medicaid
Reimbursement is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit D.

******
APPROVAL OF LETTER TO COMMISSION ON mGHER EDUCATION ABOUT UNIVERSITY
BALANCES

Vice President Weaks explained that the Commission on Higher Education reviewed operating
budgets and prior year actuals every year in June. This year the Commission became concerned
about balances demonstrated on the actual of June 30, 1999 in two areas: auxiliary operations and
Instruction and General.

•

CHE asked for Board-approved plans relative to how the University was going to address the
with those balances. The letter under consideration here states that the University was
well aware of the problem with those balances prior to the CRE meeting in June, 2000, and had
already implemented plans to address those balances. The letter details the plans that have been
implemented and the results. The results are that for the first time in a number of years auxiliary
operations finished the fiscal year ending June 30, 2000 with a surplus of about $1.2 as opposed
to an average loss in those auxiliaries of about $1.5 million over the past seven years. It is a
dramatic turnaround of almost $3 million in bottomline from year-end 1999, and is due to diligent
management and monitoring of those auxiliaries. Vice President Weaks said she had spoken to
the Board a number of times about auxiliary operations and plans to improve them. Thus, this is
the first step in bringing those auxiliaries into compliance to make them self-sufficient and selfsupporting. The letter details that.

~problems

As regards the Instruction and General balance, Vice President Weaks said she had become
concerned that the balance June 30, 1999 had fallen to about .75% of the I&G expenditure base.
Immediate steps were taken to do some selective reductions in expenditures, and as of June 30,
2000, the balance was back up to almost 3% of the current expenditure base. CHE recommends
3%; the University is at 2.8%.

•

Regent Willard said this would be a good place to make the Board aware of the Lodestar Project,
and recalled that the Board had asked the Finance and Facilities Committee to get a quarterly
report from the project component at the Albuquerque Museum of Natural History. Regent
Willard said that without the current subsidy, which he understood to now be nil, the project
would definitely be on the fringe of running a deficit and it looked like that was where it was
headed. He said that instructions from Finance and Facilities were to look at that very closely
before it got to be a larger number and to look into what else could be done to bring it into check.
Moreover, the Lodestar Project overall needs a close examination because it is not currently the
intent that the University will subsidize it.
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Regent Tang asked if there might not be ways to get out from under this, Regent Willard said he
again saw this as something fitting into Administration and management, but both the museum
operations and the Lodestar Project overall must be looked into in terms of projections and what
reality is. He said the Board had touched on the possibility of financial issues in connection with
this project, but it was at the Finance and Facilities Committee meeting last night that he had for
the first time heard consultants raise the issue of the University subsidizing the project. Up to this
point, he said, it was understood that that would not be the case. Regent Willard said the
spotlight was going to be put on this, and the Board wanted a recommendation back on it. Again,
the Board wants management to handle this matter.

•

Regent Fortner moved for approval of the letter to the Commission on Higher Education about
University balances. Regent Toliver seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
FORD SUBLEASE - SW CORNER OF UNIVERSITY AND LOMAS

Real Estate Director Kim Murphy said approval was sought to enter into a sublease with Ford
Motor Company for the now vacant former Bob Turner Ford Country property on the southwest
comer of Lomas and University Boulevards. The site is approximately 7.2 acres in size and has
certain improvements that are currently vacant. The University is proposing to enter into a
sublease with Ford for the remaining term of their lease, which is a ground lease with Sandia
Foundation for 17 months at the rate of $10,465 per month. The intended use of the property is
for parking to accommodate the University's ongoing needs until it can acquire the property from
Sandia Foundation. Negotiations with Sandia Foundation have been drawn out primarily due to
the ongoing environmental investigations. The University feels that since the time frame has
become protracted, it needs to control the property sooner rather than later and therefore it
proposes to sublease. There is every expectation that in the coming months a proposal will be
brought back to the Board of Regents to acquire the property. At that point the sublease will no
longer be effective.

•

Regent Willard asked if he was not correct about the contamination being on the property Galles
was now using and that the issue would be resolved to the University's satisfaction before it
actually acquired any of the property. Mr. Murphy said that was correct, and the sublease was the
way to expedite using the Turner lot for parking.
Regent Toliver asked if the University was on the conservative side of the issue in its negotiations
so that in case of failure to resolve it environmentally, the University would not get locked into
something to its detriment. Mr. Murphy said the environmental investigations are very thorough;
the University has competent consultants. Furthermore, the environmental aspect of most
concern is, as Regent Willard mentioned, on the adjoining property. The State Environment
Department has identified this environmental issue and is using Leaking Storage Tank Trust
funds to further investigate the property. They have identified Quality Pontiac as being the
responsible party, so the University is satisfied at least at this point that there would be no liability
to the University of New Mexico with respect to thatparticular problem. Furthermore, UNM is
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doing environmental investigations on other minor problems so that they will be fully known and
potential responsible parties will be identified
Regent Bousliman said he wanted to reiterate what he had said at Finance and Facilities that in
the short term this would add 500 to 600 parking spots directly adjacent to the campus. No one
should underestimate how much of a wonderful release valve it will be for students, faculty and
staff. He said that as long as he had been involved in University politics and governance, parking
had been a big issue, so adding 500 to 600 spots should not go unnoticed. He commended Vice
President Weaks, Mr. Murphy and everyone working to bring this about.
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the Ford sublease. Regent Bousliman seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
CAPITAL PROJECT APFROVAL FOR THE EXPANSION OF UNIVERSITY STADIUM PHASE IV

•

Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, explained that University stadium was now 40 years
old. Phases II and I completed the Tow Diehm facility on the south end of the stadium. Phase III-the expansion and improvement of the toilets, concessions and entrances on the northwest
corner--is underway. Phase IV, before the Board today, will complete the north end of the
stadium, including seating, scoreboard and new concourse to connect the northwest and northeast
corners of the stadium. The timetable is such that construction for Phase IV will begin
immediately following the last football game of the season. The project budget is $3.5 million,
funded by a combination of Year 2000 New Mexico State Severance Tax Bond proceeds along
with General Fund surplus. This is capital outlay funding and has no impact on the University's
usual appropriation for operations.
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the Phase IV expansion of University Stadium. Regent
Archuleta seconded·the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
LEGISLATIVE FUNDING REQUIREMENTS: SPECIAL PROJECT PRIORITIES FY 2001-2002

•

Vice President Weaks said that as an annual activity, the Board of Regents was presented with the
priorities for special project funding. Ms. Weaks explained that the University's funding from the
state was generally divided into two categories in terms of operating funds: Instruction and
General funds and Special Project funds. I&G funds are appropriated to the University according
to a formula based on student enrollment save for the Health Sciences Center where 1& is funded
from a line item appropriation. Special Project funds, however, are all line item appropriations.
There are over 50 of those right now, and on annual basis the University must submit requests to
continue those projects. This year, requests are being submitted to continue all the University's
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projects at their current base levels except for increases for a select number of projects, and
requests are being made to implement new projects in a couple of areas. The Special Priorities
Projects have gone through the Budget Subcommittee of the Planning Council, the Planning
Council and the Executive Cabinet. Proposals were generated by the campus community in
response to a campus wide request for proposals. Those proposals went forward from
departments to deans, to vice presidents and the Provost. Two vice presidential areas and the
Academic AffairsIProvost area sent some of those requests to the Budget Subcommittee, which
ranked all 14 of the projects submitted, and recommended that ten projects be funded.

•

Provost/Academic Affairs: Manufacturing Engineering (2); Judicial Education Center (6); BBER
Census Project (7); Latin American Data Base (9); UNMIAPS Teachers Institute-Improving
Teaching quality (12); Morrissey Hall (-).
Vice President for Health Sciences: Statewide Program to Prevent Poisonings (2); NBICU Staff
Expansion (4); Pediatric Pulmonary Program Outreach (8); Young Children's Health Center
Behavioral Services (10); HSC Multidisciplinary Health Outcomes Ed and Research (13).
Vice President for Student Affairs: Accessibility Services for Disabled (1); Project Collegian
Prep (5); Youth Education Recreation (11).
The Budget Subcommittee recommended, however, that the Executive Cabinet perform
additional review related to the project for Morrisey Hall. The Executive Cabinet recommended
that the University submit eleven priorities for Special Project enhancement or new Special
Projects and that the Morrisey Hall project be submitted in the amount of$150,000 as priority
number eleven.
Regent Toliver moved for approval of the Special Project Priorities for FY 2001-2002. Regent
Herrera seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
LEGISLATIVE FUNDING REQUIREMENTS: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FY 2001-2002

Vice President Weaks explained that this was another component of the University's legislative
request. She said that the Commission on Higher Education and the Legislative Finance
Committee had initiated a new kind of appropriation request in the last three years specifically for
Information Technology. It melds requests for capital with requests for operating budget related
to specific information technology priorities established by CHE and LFC. UNM has put
together requests from the Main Campus(UNM E-Education Pilot Project-$1,099,855)and the
Health Sciences Center (Enhanced Educational Environment for the Health Sciences-$382,768).
The requests are unranked.
Regent Tang moved for approval ofthe Information Technology requests for FY 2001-2002.
Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
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Motion carried .

******
LOBO ENERGY, INC.

Presentation of Business Plan (no action required)
Jeff Easton, CEO, Lobo Energy, Inc., said he wanted to mention that several departments had
contributed to this project over the last eight to ten years it had been under development. These
include the Health Sciences Center, specifically the Leadership Council, the Hospital's Physical
Plant, and the University's Physical Plant as well the Department of Facility Planning. Each has
played a major role in providing information and as a result a plan has been formulated that
improves, upgrades and provides a solution to many of the utility limitations now besetting the
University,
Mr. Easton noted that given the need for a 20-year growth plan, the University was not only short
on capacity for providing utility services, but its equipment was approaching 50 years old--nearly
double the life of much of the equipment. The budget is constrained because of
funding/financing provisions; the present equipment is a high maintenance item as well as
inefficient in its production of utilities. Consequently, there is continued upward pressure on the
budgeting and available capital to continue to meet the 20-year growth plan. Mr. Easton then
presented the Utility Business Plan for the University of New Mexico.

•

A copy of the Lobo Energy, Inc. Utility Business Plan for the University of New Mexico
Executive Summary is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit E.
Preliminary Proiects Approval
Vice President Weaks explained that the preliminary projects approval was a request to the Board
of Regents for authorization to proceed with the planning process for implementation of Stage II
renewal and also the staged implementation of the energy saving measures. As financing is
required, requests will be submitted to the Board, and as specific projects proceed, approval for
those projects will also be sought from the Board.
Regent Willard reminded the Regents that Lobo Energy, Inc. had its own board of directors, but
there were certain approvals not in the purview of the external board to decide upon that had to
come to the UNM Board of Regents.
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Lobo Energy preliminary projects. Regent Herrera
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
The project description and detailed description of each item are hereby made part of these
minutes as Exhibit F.

•

******
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Open meeting adjourned at 3:40 p.m.

******
EXECUTIVE SESSION: PENDING/THREATENED LITIGATION, PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1H.(7) NMSA 1978, LIMITED PERSONNEL MATTERS, PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(2)
NMSA 1978, AND DISCUSSION OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION ABOUT A
STUDENT, PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(4) NMSA 1978.

•

The Regents met in executive session as noticed.

******
Executive session adjourned at 3:40 p.m.

******
OPEN MEETING REOPENED FOR DECISION REACHED IN EXECUTIVE SESSION

Immediately following the executive session, Regent Fortner moved to reopen the meeting to
vote on approval ofUNM President William C. Gordon's 2000-2001 salary. Regent Tang
seconded the motion.
Motion carried by unanimous consent.

******
Open meeting reconvened at 4: 10 p.m.

******

•

APPROVAL OF 2000-2001 SALARY FOR UNM PRESIDENT WILLIAM C. GORDON

Regent Archuleta moved to increase UNM President William C. Gordon's salary for 2000-2001
by 3.5%. Regent Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Regent Fortner moved to adjourn. Regent Toliver seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Meeting adjourned at 4: 15
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ATTEST:
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS PROPERTY ON LIST DATED 7/25/2000

RELATIVE TO REGENTS' POLICY #: 7.9

Business and Financial Matters:
Property Management

For presentation at the Board of Regents on August 8, 2000.

REQUESTED ACTION:
Recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of the property listed on the Surplus Property
Disposition List Dated 712512000.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

•

Please see the enclosed discussion. StajJwi/l be present to brief the Board.

CONTINGENT UPON APPROVAL BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES
COMMITTEE: AUGUST 7, 2000.

Approved for submission:

•

wiliia'iit c. Gordon
President

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS

•

Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061

To:
From:
Date:
Subj:

Julie Weaks, Interim Vice President for Business and Finance
Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management
0 ~J rJ{5
July 27, 2000
Surplus Property List dated 07/25100
~

Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus property items, which
require Board of Regents approval for disposal.
Your assistance in placing this list on the next meeting agenda is appreciated.

•

Thank you.

Xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger
APS
TVI

•

•

•

•

Surplus Property Department
Disposition Approval List
07/25/2000

llNM

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

48148

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

FORKLIFT TRUCK

EATON YALE & TO

WQATX-30

52915

1967

$4,135.00

Beyond Repairs

88529

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CHART RECORDER

GOULD

1618

7415

1973

$2,478.00

Beyond Repairs

94916

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

DYMA LISTENING CTR

DYMAENGR

MINIMAN 100

001

1974

$3,617.00

Beyond Repairs

120254

SOM-ANESTHESIOLOG PLOTTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

7272A

7202A

1977

$4,135.00

Beyond Repairs

122080

SOM-PEDIA TRICS

AUTOMATIC GAMMA SYST

SEARLE

1190

N/A

1978

$12,755.00

Beyond Repairs

138559

PSYCHOLOGY

TERMINAL

DIG[TAL

LA36DK

6143

1980

$1,947.00

Obsolete

152057

LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA

PR[NTER

DATA PHASE

LPJ-II06

44-11489

1982

$7,000.00

Beyond Repairs

155755

ELECTR[CAL & COMP

GENERATOR FUNCT[ON

TEKTRON[X

FG507

B020673

1983

$1,340.00

Beyond Repairs

155757

ELECTR[CAL & COMP

PLUG-IN DUAL TRACE

TEKTRON[X

7A18

BI60130

1983

$1,122.00

Beyond Repairs

155758

ELECTRICAL & COMP

PLU-IN DUAL TRACE

TEKTRON[X

7AI8

BI60142

1983

$1,122.00

Beyond Repairs

155759

ELECTRICAL & COMP

T[ME BASE UN[T

TEKTRON[X

7B53A

B236711

1983

$1,380.00

Beyond Repairs

155768

ELECTR[CAL & COMP

GENERATOR FUNCT[ON

TEKTRON[X

FG507

B020674

1983

$1,340.00

Beyond Repairs

155849

ELECTRICAL & COMP

PULSEIHE[GHT/ANAL YZ

TEKTRON[X

176

028411"

1983

$2,380.00

Beyond Repairs

157068

CHEMISTRY

DIGITAL BOX

D[GlTAL

OBA II

AB02242

1983

$2,900.00

Beyond Repairs

161158

EARTH DATA ANAL YS COMPUTER

IBM

N/A

0468149

1983

$4,484.00

Beyond Repairs

165894

CHEMISTRY

OSCILLOSCOPE

TEKTRON[X

7603.

N/A

1984

$13,903.00

Beyond Repairs

16744]

LINGUIST[CS

METER

VOICE [D

PM-55

PM55

1984

$6,792.00

Beyond Repairs

168329

MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

VCR SONY

SONY

AV503/4

41022

1985

$1,444.00

Beyond Repairs

168330

MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

VCR SONY

SONY

AV513/4

41477

1985

$1,444.00

Beyond Repairs

II)
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ID

•

•

•
Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

169387

ELECTRICAL & COMP

TERMINAL

DIGITAL

N/A

AB44602CM2

1985

$3,621.00

Beyond Repairs

169484

ELECTRICAL & COMP

AMPLIFIER

HEWLETT PACKAR

HP840lA

222-00263

1985

$3,350.00

Beyond Repairs

171262

CHEMICAL ENGINEER CONTROLLER FISHER

FISHER

MC717

9506080

1985

$2.080.00

Beyond Repairs

171611

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

COMPUTER

SUN

SUN3

528C002

1986

$22.944.00

Beyond Repairs

174317

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

2686A

2602125543

1986

$2,851.00

Beyond Repairs

175939

LlBRAR Y-ZIMMERMA

COMPUTER MICROVAX

DATA PI-lASE

1018

60742-13

1987

$23,770.00

Beyond Repairs

175940

LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA

CABINET

DATAPI-IASE

1018

DATAPI-IASE

1987

$8,696.00

Beyond Repairs

177337

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

N/A

631CE0544

1987

$2,355.00

Beyond Repairs

179675

SOM-NEUROLOGY

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

2652172763

1987

$1,546.00

Beyond Repairs

180531

CHEMISTRY

CPU XTCASE

lOR MICRODEVICES XT

N/A

1987

$1,233.00

Beyond Repairs

181216

SPANISH AND PORTU

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZDEI217AO

709CD0852

1987

$1,512.00

Beyond Repairs

181612

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

LASER lET PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

FGQ97282

1988

$1,659.00

Beyond Repairs

181622

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

COMPUTER

COMPVIEW

OCV6448AV

101201

1988

$1,459.00

Beyond Repairs

181627

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

50

728295400

1988

$2,528.00

Beyond Repairs

181647

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU SYSTEM

MIPS COMPUTER

MI205

KI428

1989

$29,937.00

Beyond Repairs

182336

ATHLETICS

CPU COMPUTER

TELEX

1260

7496

1988

$1,828.00

Beyond Repairs

182852

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

COMPUTER PORTABLE

ZENITH

ZWL-183-93

8711058002

1988

$1,998.00

Obsolete

183087

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

COMPUTER

COMPAQ

286

46AM3B1458

1988

. $4,852.00

Beyond Repairs

183857

BIOLOGY

CPU

APPLE

M5011

F8226FXM5910

1988

$2,224.00

Beyond Repairs

183960

LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA

COMPUTER TAPE BACK

CARL YLE SYSTEMS T50

S14495

1988

$13,495.00

Beyond Repairs

184697

SOM-DEPT OF NEURO

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

2805A25931

1989

$2,077.00

Beyond Repairs

184805

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

IBM

70

72 9007314

1989

$5,970.00

Beyond Repairs

185155

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

TAPE DRIVE

KENNEDY

9662

00615776

1992

$6,695.00

Beyond Repairs
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Reason Deleted

•

•

•

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

HEWLETT PACKAR . 33440A

2845J58947

1989

$2,240.00

Beyond Repairs

APPLE

MACH

F844LCO

1989

$3,270.00

Beyond Repairs

COMPUTING CENTER! COPIER MACHINE

SHARP

7350

86205229

1989

$1,412.00

Beyond Repairs

185759

BIOLOGY

PLOTTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

7570A

2839AI7946

1989

$2,477.00

Beyond Repairs

185879

ECONOMICS

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZBF 3339 EK

840EEOO 13 71

1989

$3,423.00

Beyond Repairs

185960

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

PRINTER LASER

APPLE

M6000

CA909ZKR

1990

$3,265.00

Beyond Repairs

186045

SPANISH AND PORTU

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZDH 1217

844CEOOO 178

1989

$1,318.00

Beyond Repairs

186100

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

2686A

2531 13Z288

1986

$2,178.00

Beyond Repairs

186106

MUSIC

CPU

APPLE

MACSE

F9208YEKOI

1989

$4,037.00

Beyond Repairs

186512

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

PRINTER

APPLE

M6000

CA845X67

1989

$2,929.00

Beyond Repairs

186760

ECONOMICS

CPU

EVEREX

EV 3000D

3DX02995

1989

$4,500.00

Beyond Repairs

186785

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

2851115149

1989

$2,231.00

Beyond Repairs

187167

CHEMISTRY

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

30

23-7731415

1989

$1.926.00

Beyond Repairs

187245

ELECTRICAL & COMP

PRINTER

APPLE

M6000

CA908UPN

1987

$3,150.00

Beyond Repairs

187282

ECONOMICS

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZDF 1217

915Cl1002885

1989

$1,940.00

Beyond Repairs

188063

SOM-AHEC/INTERDISC CPU SYSTEM

APPLE

MACSE

F9138ZU

1989

$2,186.00

Beyond Repairs

188291

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

IBM

50Z

72 7098405

1990

$2,806.00

Beyond Repairs

188443

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

PRINTER IBM

IBM

4IJ4216031

415003A

1991

. $2,999.00

Beyond Repairs

188450

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MACINTOSH SE

ALLPE

M5011

F00267GB3

1991

$1,522.00

Beyond Repairs

188468

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

STORAGE EXPANSION

DIGITAL

RZ5XFA

AB94900LMS

1991

$9,549.00

Beyond Repairs

188614

WOMEN'S STUDIES

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33471A

2936J37452

1990

$1;326.00

Beyond Repairs

188695

SPANISH AND PORTU

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

HP3347IAlIJII

2940101157

1990

$1,541.00

Beyond Repairs

188710

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

IBM

50Z

23-U00345I

1990

$3,154.00

Beyond Repairs

lINM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

185365

SOM-DEPT OF NEURO

PRINTER

185519

CHEMISTRY

CPU COMPUTER

185595
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Model

Reason Deleted

•

•

•

llNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

188819

CHEMISTRY

COOLER NESLAB

NESLAB

188873

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

188886

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

188975

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

189317

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

89HML06600-9

1990

$1,298.00

Beyond Repairs

45945C

2942A76203

1990

$2,732.00

Obsolete

MARATHON

20030

5009

1990

$2,905.00

Beyond Repairs

APPLE

MAClICI

F948AAK740

1990

$5,953.00

Beyond Repairs

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

IBM

8555031

0072401

1992

$2,097.00

Beyond Repairs

189443

CIIEMISTRY

COMPUTER AT CASE

MARATHON

15000

7031

1990

$1,719.00

Oeyond Rc:pairs

189445

CHEMISTRY

COMPUTER AT CASE

MARATHON

15000

N/A

1990

$2,230.00

Beyond Repairs

189584

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER HARD DRIVE

DIGITAL

RZ5XDA

005010X8

1991

$15,645.00

Beyond Repairs

190257

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

LASER PRINTER

APPLE

M6000

CA947QKP

1990

$3,174.00

BC'yond Repairs

190309

SOM-ANESTHESIOLOG PRINTER LASER

HEWLETT PACKAR

334494A

29471\ 7317

1990

$2,123.00

Beyond Repairs

190363

POLICE

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

LASER JET III

3001A59872

1990

$1,485.00

Beyond Repairs

190449

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

PRINTER

LASERWRITER .

M6000

A952VV7M6000

1990

$4,711.00

Beyond Repairs

190456

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MACINTOSH SUPER DRIVE

APPLE

M5011

FI020833B02

1991

$1,168.00

Beyond Repairs

190758

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

UPRIGHT FREEZER

ULTRALOW

N/A

7M711171

1991

$3,405.00

Beyond Repairs

191105

MUSIC

CPU

APPLE

M5361

F1028BOOKOI

1991

$2,888.00

Beyond Repairs

191110

MUSIC

CPU

APPLE

M5361

E0240EDM5392

1992

$1,848.00

Beyond Repairs

191125

MUSIC

CPU

APPLE

M5361

F10389CQK01

1992

$2,888.00

Beyond Repairs

191179

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU COMPUTER

DIGITAL

PM362MK

AB02602BL8

1991

. $19,066.00

191181

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU COMPUTER

DIGITAL

RZ57

AB0280494

1992

$3,500.00

Beyond Repairs

191182

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER HARD DRIVE

DIGITAL

RZ5XHA

AB025049HE

1991

$5,142.00

Beyond

191220

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU COMPUTER

COMPUTER VISTA

48633

31416

1992

$4.064.00

Beyond Repairs

191567

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM COMPUTER

IBM

8555031

230106352

1991

$2,290.00

Beyond Repairs

191570

. SURPLUS PROPERTY-

COMPUTER

DIGITAL

TKSOZGA

AB03902HOZ

1991

$1,934.00

Beyond Repairs
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Model

, CC-60nA

ReasonDeleted

Beyond Repairs

Repai~

•

•

UNMID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

191572

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

DIGITAL DEC STATION

DIGITAL

191583

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

STORAGE EXPANSION

DIGITAL

191698

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

191699

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

191781

•
Serial

Year

Aequ. Cost

ReasonDeleted

AB03600060

1991

$14,965.00

Beyond Repairs

SZI2CXARZ57

ABI2600531

1992

$3,068.00

Beyond Repairs

DIGITAL

PM36ADE

AB03300H5B

1991

$20,879.00

Beyond Repairs

CPU COMPUTER

DIGITAL

RZ5X

AB033040L8

1991

$4,913.00

Beyond Repairs

CTR MICRO-ENGINEE

COMPUTER

APPLE

M5011

F102377DB02

1991

$1,282.00

Beyond Repairs

191839

ECONOMICS

CPU

NORTHGATE

386

176950

1991

$5,028.00

Beyond Repairs

191849

ECONOMICS

CPU COMPUTER

NORTHGATE

386

176957

1991

$3,967.00

Beyond Repairs

191942

KNME-TV

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZMP320X4

12800004433

1992

$1,953.00

Beyond Repairs

191947

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

48633

269775

1992

$5,140.00

Beyond Repairs

192436

SOM·FAMIL Y & COM

FAX MACHINE

PANASONIC

UF7S0D

280100006

1991

$3,194.00

Beyond Repairs

192765

SPANISH AND PORTU

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33471AIUIIP

3000JOOPRU

1991

$1,135.00

Beyond Repairs

192766

SPANISH AND PORTU

CPU COMPUTER

MARATHON

28616

N/A

1991

$1,520.00

Beyond Repairs

192863

OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33449A

3043180196

1991

$1,940.00

Beyond Repairs

192918

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MACINTOSH HARD DRIVE

APPLE

M0364LL

F2104HNTC53

1991

$3,107.00

Obsolete

192925

SPANISH AND PORTU

CPU COMPUTER

MARATHON

N/A

N/A

1991

$1,925.00

Beyond Repairs

192975

ELECTRICAL & COMP

ROBOT

VISION QUEST

ROBMV50

106015

1991

$1,553.00

Beyond Repairs

In,)77

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER liARD DRIVE

DIGITAL

RZ57

AB049006SV

1992

$2,554.00

Beyond Repairs

193250

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

MARATHON

286

N/A

1991

$4,557.00

Beyond Rcpain

193271

COLLEGE OF PHARMA PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

334481A

3103JGIYKA

1992

$1,231.00

Beyond Repairs

193693

ART & ART HISTORY

APPLE

SE30

F11021KEK02

1991

$2,163.00

. Beyond Repairs

193767

SOM-AHECIINTERDISC CPU SYSTEM

APPLE

M435LLA

EI14BFOM435L

1991

$1,086.00

Beyond Repairs

193985

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER TAPE BACK-U

PYTHON

LION 410C

41010206

1991

$2,015.00

Beyond Repairs

194139

ATHLETICS

HEWLETT PACKAR

459450

2933Y20090

1992

$4,174.00

Beyond Repairs
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CPU

CPU

Model

. PM361B6

•

•

•

IINM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

194162

CHEMISTRY

CPU COMPUTER

APPLE

194330

SOM-PHYSICAL THER

CPU SYSTEM

APPLE

194454

KNME-TV

CPU

194465

KNME-TV

194590

Serial

Year

Aequo Cost

100240VA

1992

$2,854.00

Beyond Repairs

M0442LLA

BCGM0350

1992

$2,714.00

Beyond Repairs

GATEW A Y 2000

48633DXC

279041

1992

$3,924.00

Beyond Repairs

MAC COMPUTER

APPLE

M57226

F11414B2725

1992

$5,023.00

Beyond Repairs

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

48633DXC

282536

1992

$4,110.00

Beyond Repairs

194660

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

ZENITH

ZCV3726EF

047EC005545

1992

$1,554.00

Obsolete

195211

ECONOMICS

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZCVB3726EF

044EF004234

1992

$1,869.00

Beyond Repairs

195212

ECONOMICS

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZCV3726EF

044EF004316

1992

$\,544.00

Beyond Repairs

195430

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZMF248X4

107EC009345

1992

$1.653.00

Beyond Repairs

195472

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

2CV3276EF

107EC008806

1992

$1,425.00

Obsolete

195897

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

386DX33

6385874

1993

$1,939.00

Beyond Repairs

195898

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000 .

386DX33

638590

1993

$1,878.00

Beyond Repairs

195901

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

486DX2150

619884

1993

$2,901.00

Beyond Repairs

195906

KNME-TV

CPU

UTAH SCIENTIFIC

EMC3490

0572

1993

$60,572.00

,Seyond Repairs

196455

MA THEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

SUN MICROSYSTEM GDM1962B

125F0037

1992

$15,824.00

Beyond Repairs

196697

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

334014A

31390C426

1992

$1,985.00

Beyond Repairs

196736

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

APPLE

M4230LLA

F3145MSL230

1992

$6,492.00

Beyond Repairs

196816

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

HARD DRIVE

APPLE

M0364LUB

FI1320HD

1992

$3,514.00

Beyond Repairs

196820

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

LASER WRITER

APPLE

M6210

CA104KPP

1992

$2,424.00

Beyond Repairs

196848

ATHLETICS

CPU

IBM

8555U41

23PCTAH

1992

$2,433.00

Beyond Repairs

196907

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

38633C

431454

1992

$2.430.00

Obsolele

196974

NUCLEAR ENGINEER1

COMPUTER IBM

IBM

8555041

23YVTCG

1992

$2,344.00

Beyond RepairS

197308

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

CSR

38625

N/A

1992

$1,596.00

Beyond Repairs
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. M064 •

ReasonDeleted

•

•

•

llNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Aequ. Cost

197313

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

LAPTOP

APPLE

M5409'

CK208368

1992

$3.265.00

Beyond Repairs

197314

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

LAPTOP COMPUTER

APPLE

M5409

CK20844W

1992

$3.265.00

Beyond Repairs

197560

NIJCLEAR ENGINEEHI

LAPTOP

APPLE

MI057LLA

CK20KJ5F70J

1992

$4.32S.0()

Uevmul Rc:pnils

1<)7774

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

486SX25

723708

1993

$1.S97.00

Ucyond Repairs

197776

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

486SX25

780609

1993

$1.972.00

Beyond Repairs

197777

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

486SX25

791754

1993

$2,058.00

Beyond Repairs

197779

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

486SX25

791756

1993

$1,783.00

Beyond Repairs

197798

KNME-TV

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33481A

32081L20F8

1993

$1.428.00

Beyond Repairs

197846

KNME-TV

CPU

GA TEW A Y 2000

48633SX

1449996

1993

$1.863.00

Beyond Repairs

198153

UNIVERSITY COUNSE

CPU COMPUTER

UTRON

38633

N/A

1993

$2.298.00

Beyond Repairs

198213

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

FRAME PROJECTOR

VIEW FRAME

11+2

129147

1993

$1.337.00

Beyond Repairs

198225

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MACINTOSH

APPLE

CENTRIS610

F2320KD2CN7

1993

$2,102.00

Beyond Repairs

198228

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MACINTOSH

APPLE

CENTRIS610

F2320KD 1CN7

1993

$2,102.00

Beyond Repairs

198229

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MACINTOSH

APPLE

CENTRIS610

F2320KE3CN7

1993

$2.102.00

Beyond Repairs

198456

SOM-PEDIATRICS

CPU COMPUTER

GATEW A Y 2000

386DX33

584612

1993

$1,776.00

Beyond Repairs

198550

PUBLIC AFFAJRS

PRINTER

APPLE

M6000

CA212BYLM600

1993

$3,035.00

Obsolete

199359

BIOLOGY

CPU

AUSTIN

486DX2

439284

1993

$3.450.00

Beyond Repairs

199537

L1BRAR Y-ZIMMERMA

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

386SL60

140EHD08207

1993

$2,179.00

Beyond Repairs

199614

CHEMICAL ENGINEER COMPUTER APPLE

APPLE

M5718LUA

FI2272MT724

1993

$2,759.00

Beyond Repairs

199779

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

486DX2

786450

1993

$3,352.00

Beyond Repairs

199793

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GA TEWA Y 2000

486/33

708722

1993

$2.106.00

Obsolete

199967

SPANISH AND PORTU

CPU COMPUTER

APPLE

KO 131 LL 1AlLCII

F2237LES

1993

$1.160.00

Beyond Repairs

199978

SPANISH AND PORTU

CPU COMPUTER

METRO COMPUTER 486DX50

NONE

1993

$2.159.00

Beyond Repairs
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ReasonDeleted

•

•

•
Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

.48650DXC

708609

1993

$3,080.00

Beyond Repairs

GATEW A Y 2000

48650DXC

708610

1993

$3,621.00

Beyond Repairs

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT5031033

109132880

1993

$2.1l!7.00

Ueyond Repairs

200157

SLJRI'L1JS PROPERTY-

IBM SERVER

IBM

OXF9585

23NOl86

1993

$8,435.00

Beyond Repairs

200158

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M50

23PDKI2

1993

$2,295.00

Beyond Repairs

200159

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHV53

1993

$2,001.00

Beyond Repairs

200160

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHR33

1993

$2,001.00

Beyond Repairs

200161

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

6384M40

23LHN92

1993

$2,001.00

Beyond Repairs

200163

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHV58

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200164

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

6384M40

23LHL62

1993

$1,890.00

Obsole.e

200166

SURPLUS I'ROI'ERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHV19

1993

$1,l!90.00

Beyond Repairs

200167

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHG53

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200168

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

6384M40

23LHK83

1993

$1,890.00

Obsole.e

200169

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHV71

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200170

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHY18

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200171

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

6384M40

23LHW21

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200172

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

6384M40

23LHW38

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200173

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IBM CPU

IBM

6384M40

23HLV20

1993

$1.890.00

Beyond Repairs

200191

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHN34

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200195

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHH35

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200196

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHW45

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200199

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

6384M40

23LHG22

1993

$1,890.00

Beyond Repairs

200204

BIOLOGY

CPU

UTRON

38633

N/A

1993

$1,410.00

Beyond Repairs

UNMID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

199989

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

199990

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

11)1)<)94
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Model

ReasonDeleted

•

•

•
UNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

200271

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cos.

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310306T

1993

$1,788.00

Obsolete

200279

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310330T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200283

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310331T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200284

MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310341 T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200285

MA THEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310317T

1993

$1,788.00

Obsolete

200286

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310300T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200288

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310335T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200289

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

24003 10322 T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200290

MA THEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310337T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200292

MA THEMA TICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310310T

1993

$1,788.00

"Seyond Repairs

200293

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310293T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200294

MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310297T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200299

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310311T

1993

$2,472.00

Beyond Repairs

200300

MA THEMA TICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310298T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200304

MA THEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310319T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200305

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310339T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200307

MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310305T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200J08

MATHEtvlATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400JIOJ44T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200309

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400J10JI4T

199J

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200310

MATHEMATICS & ST A COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3JJ1

2400310312T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200312

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310294T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200314

MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310313T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200318

OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP FAX SHARP

SHARP

F03300

1010655X

1993

$2,039.00

Beyond Repairs
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Description

ReasonDeleted

•

•

•
UNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

200622

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

ABC COMPUTER

4860X33

210432

1993

$3,610.00

Beyond Repairs

200765

BIOLOGY

LAPTOP ZENITH

ZENITH

320LBM060

225ECOO 1363

1993

$1,806.00

Beyond Repairs

200767

BIOLOGY

CPU

ABS COMPUTER

804860X

025A2

1993

$1,581.00

Beyond Repairs

201341

COMMUNICA TION & J CPU

APPLE

MI206

F3313EYICA6

1993

$5.720.00

Beyond Repairs

201350

SIMSE

POWER MATE

NEC

PMI2302001

2ZI0858UB

1993

$2,545.00

8eyond Repairs

201611

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

40X266V

763519

1993

$2,639.00

Beyond Repairs

201616

NUCLEAR ENGINEERJ

CPU COMPUTER

CSR

48666

04B13721

1993

$3,926.00

Beyond Repairs

201703

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

DIGITAL

08360U

N/A

1993

$5,445.00

Beyond Repairs

201809

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

RXD250

1718709

1994

$2,440.00

Beyond Repairs

201837

KNME-TV

CPU COMPUTER

EQUUS

4860X266

65946

1995

$1,872.00

Beyond Repairs

201838

KNME-TV

CPU

EQUUS

4860X266

65947

1995

$1,872.00

Beyond Repairs

201839

KNME-TV

CPU

EQUUS

4860X266

65933

1995

$1,872.00

Beyond Repain

201840

KNME-TV

CPU COMPUTER

EQUUS

4860X266

65927

1995

$1,872.00

Beyond Repairs

201842

KNME-TV

CPU COMPUTER

EQUUS

4860X266

65928

1995

$1,872.00

Beyond Repairs

201859

KNME-TV

CPU

EQUUS

4860X266

954046

1995

$1,872.00

Beyond Repairs

201864

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

P4066

2994434

1995

$1,722.00

Beyond Repairs

201866

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

P4066

2995098

1995

$3,164.00

Beyond Repair>

201872

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

P4066

2994430

1995

$1,722.00

Beyond Repairs

201889

KNME-TV

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

P590

3443028

1995

$2,222.00

Beyond Repairs

201905

KNME-TV

CPU GATEWAY

GATEWA Y 2000

P5-120

4209710

1996

$2.070.00

Beyond Repairs

201990

WOMEN'S STUDIES

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

UBP003500

3HSARL009547

1994

$1,562.00

Beyond Repairs

201991

ART & ART HISTORY

CPU

ZENITH

UBP003500

3HSARL009555

1994

$1,562.00

Beyond Repair>

202145

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU GATEWAY

GATEWA Y 2000

40X33

1495069

1994

$2,801.00

Beyond Repair>
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•
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202148

COMPUTING CENTERJ CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

202259

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

202260

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

202270

Description

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

486DX

3 FSARL007124

1994

$1,930.00

Beyond Repairs

GATEWA Y 2000

4DX266V

763519

1993

$3,490.00

Beyond Repairs

COMPUTER

COMPUTER SOL UTI

48633

4B 11026

1993

$2,600.00

Beyond Repairs

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

UBP003300

37SARJOO0597

1993

$1,124.00

Beyond Repairs

202509

TESTING CENTER

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

4SX33

1368334

1993

$1,590.00

Beyond Repairs

202559

LIBRARY ·ZIMMERMA

COMPUTER

NEC

PC4402

1XOl2288HH

1993

$2,627.00

Beyond Repairs

202589

HUMAN RESOURCES

GATEWAY PC

GATEWA Y 2000

4SX33

1431280

1993

$1,435.00

Beyond Repairs

202633

SOM·ANESTHESIOLOG COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

DESK TOP

1408883

1993

$3,795.00

Beyond Repairs

202687

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

FAX MACHINE

CANON

FAXL700

15696

1993

$2,062.00

Beyond Repairs

202784

SOM·PHYSICAL THER

CPU SYSTEM

APPLE

M1254

LC3326W4VA3

1994

$2,128.00

Beyond Repairs

202815

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

C1676A

USA3806430

1994

$1,823.00

Beyond Repairs

202823

MA THEMA TICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310340T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

202825

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310323T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

202896

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER TAPE BACK·U

PYTHON

PYTHON 435XP

116510

1994

$1,39\.00

Beyond Repairs

203016

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

4DX33

1578346

1994

$1,760.00

Beyond Repairs

203017

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

4DX33

1578344

1994

$1,760.00

Beyond Repairs

203115

COMPUTING CENTERJ KALPANA SWITCH ELECTRO KALPANA

EPS1500

023420004

1994

$2,138.00

Beyond Repairs

203124

COMPUTING CENTERJ KALPANA SWITCH ELECTRO KALPANA

EPS1500

023420003

1994

$2,138.00

Beyond Repairs

203141

COMPUTING CENTERJ CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

4DX266V

1634006

1994

$3,235.00

Beyond Repairs

203149

COMPUTING CENTERJ CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

4DX266E

1611896

1994

$3,410,00

Beyond Repairs

203157

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZSR433DX17

3RSBDCOO1357

1994

$1,828.00

Obsolete

203158

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

ZSR433DXI7

3RSBDCOO1350

1994

$1,828.00

Obsolele

203455

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU

IBM

4861OX266

N/A

1995

$1,574.00

Beyond Repairs
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Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

203587

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

FAX MACHINE

CANON

FAXL175

33926

1994

$2,504.00

Beyond RepaiD

203598

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER APPLE

APPLE

CENTRIS650

C335STlCA2

1994

$2,602.00

Beyond RepaiD

203972

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GA TEW A Y 2000

4SX33

1616808

1994

$1.465.00

Beyond Repairs

203'JH

SURI'I.lJS PROI'ERTY-

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

4SX33

1686693

1994

$1.465.00

Ueyund RcpAIrs

203975

TESTING CENTER

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

4SX33

1616807

1994

$1,465.00

Beyond Repairs

204068

PHYS PLANT-INFORM

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

4DX266

2231810

1994

$1,809.00

Beyond Repairs

204127

SOM-NEUROLOGY

FAX MACHINE

MITA

LDC650

KK47005948

1994

$2,490.00

Beyond Repairs

204137

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER APPLE

APPLE

MI613LLA

FI311CYXOC3

1994

S3,493.00

Beyond Repairs

204547

HUMAN RESOURCES

GATEWAY PC

GATEWA Y 2000

4SX33

1938512

1994

$1,365.00

Beyond Repairs

204562

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

CSR

486DX33

4B18180

1994

$4,478.00

Beyond Repairs

204632

LINGUISTICS

CPU COMPUTER

APPLE

M2113

FC35004T110

1994

$1,812.00

Beyond Repairs

204708

COMMUNICATION & J

MONITER

APPLE

EMDOIE20

050650

1994

SI,998.00

Beyond Repairs

204709

COMMUNICATION & J CPU

APPLE

M1329LLA

XC334KU4CA6

1994

S6,740.00

Beyond Repairs

205470

UNIVERSITY COUNSE

CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

4DX33

1968209

1994

SI,709.00

Beyond Repairs

205500

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU COMPUTER

METRO COMPUTER

V486DX33

N/A

1994

$2,118.00

Beyond Repairs

205708

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

C2001A

JPBK060977

1994

$1,398.00

Beyond Repairs

205709

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEW A Y 2000

4DX250

2068637

1994

$1,959.00

Beyond Repairs

205711

POLICE

CPU COMPUTER

COMPAQ

MI050

6406HFS30008

1994

SI0,602.00

Beyond Repairs

206253

HUMAN RESOURCES

TAPE 5000

HEWLETT PACKAR

C1527A

3319E74376

1994

S2,937.00

Obsolete

206269

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

4DX266

2378082

1994

SI,840.00

Beyond Repairs

206568

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

1'566

2572801

1995

$2,940.00

Beyond Repairs

206642

PHYS PLANT-INFORM

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

4DX266

2231813

1994

$1,809.00

Beyond Repairs

206667

PHYS PLANT-INFORM

CPU COMPUTER

GATEW A Y 2000

4DX266

2390348

1995

$1,80900

Beyond Repairs
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206706

SOM·EMS ACADEMY

CPU COMPUTER

UPTOWN

486DX33

069148847

1994

$2,045.00

Beyond Repairs

206766

LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

Z433S486SX

4BSBWNOO0504

1994

$1,361.00

Beyond Repairs

206778

LIBRARY-PARISH

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

Z433S486SX

4BSBWNOO0646

1994

$1,476.00

Beyond Repairs

206838

UNIVERSITY COUNSE

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

4DX233

2253791

1994

$1,689.00

Beyond Repairs

206954

SOM-RADIOLOGY

PRINTER

HEWLETI PACKAR

CI645A

3205A23880

1993

$2,098.00

Beyond Repairs

206989

SOM-PHYSICAL THER

CPU

APPLE

M1878LLA

XB421BUG17S

1994

$2,994.00

Obsolete

207244

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

CSR

486DX50

4S19322

1995

$4,053.00

Beyond Repairs

207246

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER UTRON

UTRON

4DX33

N/A

1994

$1,606.00

Beyond Repairs

207247

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

UTRON

4DX33

N/A

1994

$1,309.00

Beyond Repairs

207517

L1BRAR Y-ZIMMERMA

COMPUTER DOCKING STATI

APPLE

M2631LLA

TF3391PG1Y5

1994

$1,735.00

Beyond Repairs

208417

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

FAX MACHINE

OKIDATA

2400

14664

1995

$2,371.00

Beyond Repairs

208424

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEWAY 2000·

4DX50V

2016404

1994

$2,050.00

Beyond Repairs

208426

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEW A Y 2000

486DX2

1576396

1994

$2,225.00

Beyond Repairs

208427

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

486DX2

1576397

1994

$2,225.00

Beyond Repairs

208914

SOM-ANESTHESIOLOG CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

BABY AT

2160544

.1994

$2,834.00

Beyond Repairs

208923

SOM-ANESTHESIOLOG CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

BABY AT

2202333

1994

$3,174.00

Beyond Repairs

209893

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

GA TEWA Y 2000

GA TEWA Y 2000

4SX33V

2091802

1994

$1,669.00

Beyond Repairs

209894

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

GATEWA Y 2000

GATEWA Y 2000

4SX33V

2091801

1994

$1,515.00

Beyond Repairs

209904

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

POWER MACINTOSH

APPLE

PWRMAC6 I 00/60

XB43650L3WQ

1995

$2,073.00

Beyond Repairs

209911

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IRIS INDIGO COMPUTER

SILICON GRAPHICS

IRIS INDIGO

35018664

1993

$11,981.00

Beyond Repairs

209912

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

IRIS INDIGO COMPUTER

SILICON GRAPHICS

IRIS INDIGO

35018665

1993

$11,981.00

Beyond Repairs

209983

PHYS PLANT-INFORM

CPU COMPUTER

UTRON

DX26632

MEDlUMTOWER

1995

$3,325.00

Obsolete

210012

RECORDS MANAGEM

CPU

GATEW A Y 2000

P5-75

3116088

1995

$2,558.00

Obsolete
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210.259

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Aequ. Cost

ReasonDeleted

COLLEGE OF NURSING PROJECTOR

BARCO

80.0.

10.44540.

1994

$13,277.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

210.278

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

LAPTOP COMPUTER

DELL

0250.7

2Q3BV4362

1995

$4,152.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

211171

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU

GATEWAY 20.0.0.

4DX266

2870.621

1995

$1,565.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

211174

TESTING CENTER

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 20.0.0.

P560.

2872710

1995

$3,674.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

211196

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER

CSR

486DX266

4S19321

1995

$2,395.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

213289

SOM-MEDICINE

COMPUTER

NEC

S450.

480.0.7344

1995

$2.962.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

213352

SOM·BIOCIIEM. & MO THERMOL YNE Sf-IAKER

TIIERMOL YNE

IS58625

723940.791284

1995

$3.476.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

213463

CHEMICAL ENGINEER LAPTOP APPLE

APPLE

M4880.

FC512RYM4VO.

1995

$2,0.16.0.0.

Obsolele

213465

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

LAPTOP

APPLE

M4880.

FC511S2T4VO.

1995

$2,0.16.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

213595

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU

GATEWAY 20.0.0.

P575

3540.356

1996

$2,369.0.0.

Bcyon~

21360.9

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU

GATEWA Y 20.0.0.

P575

3540.361

1996

$2,369.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

213916

MECHANICAL ENGINE LAPTOP

APPLE

M7777

FC40.7MQZC69

1994

$2,947.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

2140.11

ELECTRICAL & COMP

NCD

HMX

0.695R213319

1996

$2,431.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

214770.

COMPUTING CENTER! ZENITH PORTABLE PC

ZENITH

2158574Q5

6150.PNO.O.0.324

1996

$4.195.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

2150.52

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

POWER MACINTOSH

APPLE

PWRMAC61 0.0./66

XB5251LY5PD

1996

$1,853.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

215058

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

GATEWAY 20.0.0

GATEW AY 20.00.

P5·75

3496952

1996

$4,0.17.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

2150.68

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

ZENITH COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZSTATION

6 ISDOGO.O.O. I 75

1996

$1,995.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

215274

SOM-CHILDRENS PSY

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 20.0.0.

NEW TOWER

3871427

1996

$2,885.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

215543

CHEMICAL ENGINEER COMPUTER APPLE

APPLE

M210.4

FC41203M20.8

1995

$3,0.15.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

2160.88

CONTINUING EDUCA T GATEWAY TOWER

GA TEW AY 20.0.0.

P590

2876863

1995

$2.924.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

2160.89

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

GA TEWA Y TOWER

GATEWA Y 20.0.0.

P590.

2876867

1995

$2,924.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

2170.25

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

HARDDRIVE

VISTA

P90.

952613

1996

$2,243.0.0.

Beyond Repairs

218789

LAW SCHOOL

CPU COMPUTER

DIGITAL

VENTURISP75

KA538DPWUW

1996

$2.850..0.0.

Obsolete
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lJNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

218881

Manuracturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

ASSOC VP FOR STUDE CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

P575 .

4212431

1996

$1,911.00

Beyond Repairs

218893

TESTING CENTER

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

UBC 111000

62SDlCO I 0420

1996

$2,876.00

Beyond Repairs

218895

TESTING CENTER

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

UBC 111000

625SDJCO I 048

1996

$1.999.00

Beyond Repair!

219765

NUCLEAR ENGINEERI

COMPUTER MICROM

MICRON

1'133

460398-000 I

1996

$4,066.00

Beyond Repairs

220153

CHEMICAL ENGINEER COMPUTER

POWER USER

PIOO

5001402646

1996

$1,799.00

Beyond Repairs

220206

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

P5100

4685040

1996

$2,470.00

Beyond Repairs

220346

SOM-MEDICINE

CPU COMPUTER

DELL

100CXPS

69WBO

1996

$1,675.00

Beyond Repairs

220512

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

HARDDRIVE

GATEWA Y 2000

P5100

5216526

1996

$1,700.00

Beyond Rc:pairs

220817

COMMUNICATION & J COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

P5-120

6262614

1997

$1,604.00

Beyond Repairs

221039

COMMUNITY & OUTR

CPU CANON

CANON

MT9320P133

6140501522

1996

$2,167.00

Beyond Repairs

221537

UNM-SANTA FE

LAPTOP

APPLE

M2332LLA

FC445HPG23D

1995

$3,532.00

Beyond Repairs

221802

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER TAPE BACK-U

HEWLETT PACKAR

CI552

GB00457317

1997

$1,167.00

Beyond Repairs

222040

COLLEGE OF PHARMA CPU COMPUTER

SILICON HEIGHTS

P133

N/A

1996

$1,920.00

Beyond Repairs

222710

SOM-CHILDRENS PSY

CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

P5-133

7035932

1997

$1,529.00

Beyond Repairs

222713

SOM-CHILDRENS PSY

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

P5-133

7065385

1997

$1,529.00

Beyond Repairs

224279

LAW SCHOOL

CPU COMPUTER

VISTA

P150

012828

1997

$1,897.00

Obsolete

224317

STUDENT FINANCIAL

FILE SERVER

COMPAQ

PSV6

6426HHU30205

1996

$9,773.00

Beyond Repairs

224904

CHEMICAL ENGINEER LAPTOP

EPSON

TS30A

7EZI060326

1995

$1,593.00

Beyond Repairs

225557

SOM-CHILDRENS PSY

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

P5-133

7065393

1997

$1,529.00

Beyond Repairs

225685

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

POWER MAC

APPLE

PM7200

XB6490MA8FD

1997

$1,859.00

Beyond Repairs

225788

STUDENT FINANCIAL

CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

P5120

6434232

1997

$1,680.00

Beyond Repairs

225792

STUDENT FINANCIAL

CPU COMPUTER

GA TEW A Y 2000

P5120

6434236

1997

$1.680.00

Beyond Repairs

225794

STUDENT FINANCIAL

COMPUTER MONITOR

GATEWA Y 2000

P5120

6434238

1997

$1.680.00

Beyond Repairs
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VNMID

Dept. Turning In Equip

226860

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

MITSUBA

K6200

970409

1998

$1,550.00

Beyond Repairs

226881

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

MITSUBA

K6200

972098

1998

$1,550.00

Beyond Repairs

227231

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

VISTA

P150

012827

1997

$1,897.00

Beyond Repairs

227309

PRINTING SERVICES

COPIER

XEROX

1090

M08030630

1997

$3,786.00

Beyond Repairs

227568

MAXWELL MUSEUM

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

P90

3000172

1998

$3,112.00

Beyond Repairs

227936

SOM-ANESTHESIOLOG CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

P5166

7277878

1997

$2,294.00

Beyond Repairs

228846

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

P90

3000186

1998

$3,117.00

Beyond Repoi"

228853

SPANISH AND PORTU

APPLE

LASER"

Moo97-IIIA

1990

$2.509.00

Beyond Repairs

230441

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU DRIVE

COCOMP

ADEC31000

CXZ3716169

1998

$1,219.00

Beyond Repairs

230442

MATHEMATICS & STA HARD DRIVE

COCOMP

ADEC31000

CX33544325

1998

$1,219.00

Beyond Repairs

231262

SOM-MENTAL HEALT

GATEWAY 2000

P233G6

9931699

1998

$1,337.00

Beyond Repai"

231279

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

MITSUBA:

ASUS K6/266

17983803

1998

$1,550.00

Beyond Repairs

235181

MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER TAPE BACK-U

HEWLETT PACKAR

CI55269203

GB00438715

1999

$1,044.00

Beyond Repairs

238772

COLLEGE OF PHARMA DISSOLUTION SYSTEM

VANKEL

Vk-600

111080188

2000

$1,001.00

Beyond Repai"

Count of Items to Auction
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PRINTER

CPU COMPUTER

355

Cost of Items to Auction

$1,155,254.00
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EXHIBITB

FORMB

•

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

HEAL TH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD

SUBJECT:

Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff

For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on August 8, 2000.

APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY:

•

RPM 2.13.2

REOUESTED ACTION: Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences
Center Medical Staff.
List of UNMHSC Medical Staff for approval will be distributed at meeting.

PENDING APPROVAL BY THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL
OPERATIONS BOARD: August 4,2000.

RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:

William C. Gordon, Ph.D.
President, University of New Mexico

•
1

•

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO BOARD OF REGENTS
August 8, 2000

PERMANENT Reappointments 2000/2001:
Provisional to Permanent Appointments:
Family & Community Medicine
Robert Williams, MD
Medicine
Ejub Hadzic, MD
Kutub Khan, MD
Lee Brown, MD
Rene Ledbetter, MD
Tahir Qaseem, MD
Brian Reynolds, MD
Amanda Story, MD
Charles Stutzman, MD
William Thompson, Jr., MD
Gene Wong, MD

•

Orthopaedics
Robert Parks, DPM
1. David Pitcher, MD
Pediatrics
Alberta Kong, MD
Sylvia Negrete, MD
James Packer, MD
Kathleen Ventre, MD
Surgery
Stephen Beestra, DDS
Ronald Mitchell, MD
PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS:
Emergency Medicine
Don Lemke, MD - Active
Neurology
Paul Gordon, MD - Active

•

Orthopaedics
Frederick Sherman, MD - Active
Pediatrics

- 1-

•

Lynn Dozernan, MD - Active

PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS (CONT.):

Psychiatry
Marcello Maviglia, MD - Active
Elena Vaughan, Ph.D. - Courtesy
Radiology

Ralph Alfidi, MD - Active

EXPANSION OF PRIVILEGES:

Family & Community Medicine
Trevor Ham, MD

APPROVED BY THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD:
July 7, 2000 .

•

•
-2-
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•
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MExiCO

HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
STEPHANY S. WILSON

..'

,

SENIOR ASSOCIATE UNIVERSITY COUNSEL FOR HEALTIl SCIENCES

HEALTH SCIENCES AND SERVICES BUILDING, ROOM 302-A
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87131-5001
272-2377
272-3601 (Fax)
E-mail: swUson@SilucLu:iim.edu

•

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

The BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
BERNALILLO, a political subdivision of the State of New Mexico (the "County" or the
"Commissioners"), and the REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, a
state educational institution named in Article 11, Section 12 of the New Mexico
Constitution (the "University" or the "Regents"), agree:

I.

•

•

II.

RECITALS
A.

The County and the University entered into a certain Lease Agreement,
with an effective date of July 1, 1999, pursuant to the Hospital Funding
Act, Sections 4-48B-l et seq. NMSA 1978, as amended, under which the
University is operating University of New Mexico Hospital (also known
as the "University of New Mexico HospitallBernalillo County Medical
Center" and hereinafter called the "Hospital") and the UNM Mental Health
Center (also known as the "Bernalillo County Mental Health Center Mental Retardation Center" and hereinafter called the "Mental Health
Center").

B.

This Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") does not modify any terms
and conditions of the Lease Agreement but is only supplemental to the
Lease Agreement.

MUTUAL COVENANTS
A.

The parties acknowledge that present Mill Levy revenues payable to the
University are insufficient to pay all the costs of care delivered by the
Hospital and Mental Health Center to medically indigent residents of
Bernalillo County who seek care at the Hospital and Mental Health
Center.

B.

The County agrees to approve placing on the November 2000 general
election ballot a request for a total of six and five-tenths (6.5) mills for the
Hospital and Mental Health Center combined (as compared to the existing
rate approved by the Bernalillo County voters in November 1992 of 4.8
mills, as subsequently adjusted for yield control pursuant to applicable
New Mexico laws).

C.

In consideration of the County's agreement to seek an increase in the Mill
Levy to a total of six and five-tenths (6.5) mills, the University agrees to
the following, provided that the Bernalillo County voters approve the Mill
Levy at the November 2000 election:

-..

•

1. The University will ensure that at least twelve percent (12%) of the

Mill Levy revenue will be allocated to operation and maintenance of
the Mental Health Center and associated behavioral health and
substance abuse treatment services that are offered by the Hospital and
the Mental Health Center, consistent with a strategic plan being
developed by the University for behavioral health services offered by
the Hospital and the Mental Health Center.
2. The University will use its best efforts to comply with national
standards for academic medical centers for Emergency Department
access to emergency services, waiting times for emergency services,
and provision of emergency care, for both medical and mental health
emergencIes.

·3. The University will report to the County periodically regarding
fulfillment of its obligations under this MOU in accordance with
reporting mechanisms provided in the Lease Agreement.

III.

•

MISCELLANEOUS
A.

This MOU will continue in full force and effect for the duration of the
eight-year Mill Levy term beginning after, and contingent upon, approval
of the Mill Levy at the November 2000 general election, unless earlier
terminated by written consent of the parties. This MOU will terminate
automatically upon termination of the Lease Agreement for any reason.

B.

Modifications to this MOU will be effective only if in writing and signed
by authorized representatives of the parties.
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President
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Date:
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COUNTY OF BERNALILLO:

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

TOM RUTHERFORD, Vice Chair
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EXHIBITD

•

REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
RESOLUTION REGARDING CERTIFICATION OF MEDICAID
EXPENDITURES IN LIEU OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFER

WHEREAS, the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center clinical facilities
("UNMHSC") have received notice of an audited Medicaid cost settlement for Fiscal
Year 1996, which audited settlement documents a total of$12,058,447 in unreimbursed
Medicaid expenditures payable to UNMHSC; and
WHEREAS, the New Mexico Human Services Department ("HSD") has advised the
UNMHSC that sufficient funds are not available to HSD to pay the portion of the
settlement of$3,217,194 (26.68%) payable by the HSD to UNMHSC and that the HSD is
unable to draw down the federal participation share (73.32%) of$8,841,253 without
documentation of the state contribution; and

•

WHEREAS, the HSD has requested that the UNMHSC pay to the HSD the amount of
$3,217,194 as an intergovernmental transfer so that HSD can draw down the federal
participation share of$8,841,253 and then pay over to UNMHSC the total of
$12,058,447 of the cost settlement; and
WHEREAS, the federal regulations governing the Medicaid program allow the
UNMHSC, as a state entity, to certify to HSD that it has expended the amount of
$12,058,447 as expenditures eligible for federal financial participation in Fiscal Year
1996, rather than paying over any amount to HSD as an intergovernmental transfer, and
HSD can draw down the federal participation share pursuant to that certification; and
WHEREAS, the certification mechanism effectively relieves HSD from the obligation to
pay the state share of the cost settlement amount to UNMHSC; and
WHEREAS, the federal Medicaid regulations allow HSD, as the state's Medicaid agency,
to make aggregate payments to state operated facilities that do not exceed the amount that
can reasonably be estimated would have been paid under Medicare payment principles
(the "Upper Payment Limit"); and
WHEREAS, HSD has not exceeded the Upper Payment Limit in its payments to
UNMHSC; and

•

WHEREAS, in consideration of the UNMHSC providing the state's share of funds
required to draw down federal funds to satisfy the cost settlement owed to UNMHSC for
Fiscal Year 1996, HSD has expressed a willingness to approve an amendment to the State
Medicaid Plan to provide a continuing state operated teaching hospital adjustment
substantially in the form attached to this Resolution as Exhibit A, provided that

•

UNMHSC certifies to HSD each year expenditures equivalent to the state's share required
to draw down the federal participation amount of the state operated teaching hospital
adjustment for payment to UNMHSC;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that:
UNMHSC officials are authorized to certify to HSD the amount of$3,217,194 required
as the state's share of the Fiscal Year 1996 Medicaid cost settlement, so that HSD can
draw down and pay over to UNMHSC the federal participation amount of$8,841,253, as
satisfaction in full of the Fiscal Year 1996 Medicaid cost settlement; provided, however,
that this authorization is subject to the condition precedent that (1) HSD and the federal
government approve an amendment to New Mexico's State Medicaid Plan providing for
the continuing state operated teaching hospital adjustment in essentially the form
provided in Exhibit A; or (2) that HSD provide written assurance to UNMHSC that
adoption of such an amendment to the New Mexico State Medicaid Plan is not required
and that HSD will implement such a continuing state operated teaching hospital
adjustment, using substantially the same formula as provided in Exhibit A.

Adopted by a vote of
August 2000 .

1.- in favor, 2.- opposed, and

•

•
2

() abstaining this 8th day of

•

EXHmITA

INPATIENT STATE OPERATED
TEACHING HOSPITAL ADJUSTMENT

Attachment 4.l9-A
Insert a new paragraph III.F.9:

",

State Operated Teaching Hospital Adjustment
Effective July 1,2000, teaching hospitals (as defined in section 4. 19-A.IV.B. 1) operated
by the State of New Mexico or an agency thereof, shall qualify for an inpatient State
Operated Teaching Hospital rate adjustment. The adjustment shall result in total
payments to the hospitals that are equal to but not in excess of the individual facility's
Medicare-related upper payment limit. The adjustment shall be calculated as follows:

•

1. Each federal fiscal year, the Department shall determine each State Operated
Teaching Hospital's Medicare per discharge rate and Medicaid per discharge
rate (using data from the most recent state fiscal year for which complete data
is available).
2. The Medicaid per discharge rate shall be subtracted from the Medicare per
discharge rate.
3. The difference shall be multiplied by the number of Medicaid discharges at
the hospital for the most recent state fiscal year. The resultshall be the
amount of the State Operated Teaching Hospital Adjustment for that federal
fiscal year.
4. For federal fiscal year 2000, payment shall be made on an annual basis before
the end of the federal fiscal year. For subs~quent federal fiscal years, payment
shall be made on a quarterly basis throughout the year at the beginning of the
quarter.
5. In the event that the State Operated Teaching Adjustment amount exceeds the
Medicare-related upper payment limit for that year, the following year State
Operated Teaching Hospital adjustment will be revised by the difference .

•

•

REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
RESOLUTION REGARDING CERTIFICATION OF MEDICAID
EXPENDITURES IN LIEU OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFER

WHEREAS, the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center clinical facilities
("UNMHSC") have received notice of an audited Medicaid cost settlement for Fiscal
Year 1996, which audited settlement documents a total of$12,058,447 in unreimbursed
Medicaid expenditures payable to UNMHSC; and
WHEREAS, the New Mexico Human Services Department ("HSD") has advised the
UNMHSC that sufficient funds are not available to HSD to pay the portion of the
settlement of$3,217,194 (26.68%) payable by the HSD to UNMHSC and that the HSD is
unable to draw down the federal participation share (73.32%) of$8,841,253 without
documentation of the state contribution; and

•

WHEREAS, the HSD has requested that the UNMHSC pay to the HSD the amount of
$3,217,194 as an intergovernmental transfer so that HSD can draw down the federal
participation share of$8,84l,253 and then pay over to UNMHSC the total of
$12,058,447 of the cost settlement; and
WHEREAS, the federal regulations governing the Medicaid program allow the
UNMHSC, as a state entity, to certify to HSD that it has expended the amount of
$12,058,447 as expenditures eligible for federal financial participation in Fiscal Year
1996, rather than paying over any amount to HSD as an intergovernmental transfer, and
HSD can draw down the federal participation share pursuant to that certification; and
WHEREAS, the certification mechanism effectively relieves HSD from the obligation to
pay the state share ofthe cost settlement amount to UNMHSC; and
WHEREAS, the federal Medicaid regulations allow HSD, as the state's Medicaid agency,
to make aggregate payments to state operated facilities that do not exceed the amount that
can reasonably be estimated would have been paid under Medicare payment principles
(the "Upper Payment Limit"); and
WHEREAS, HSD has not exceeded the Upper Payment Limit in its payments to
UNMHSC; and

•

WHEREAS, in consideration of the UNMHSC providing the state's share of funds
required to draw down federal funds to satisfy the cost settlement owed to UNMHSC for
Fiscal Year 1996, HSD has expressed a willingness to approve an amendment to the State
Medicaid Plan to provide a continuing state operated teaching hospital adjustment
substantially in the form attached to this Resolution as Exhibit A, provided that

•

UNMHSC certifies to HSD each year expenditures equivalent to the state's share required
to draw down the federal participation amount of the state operated teaching hospital
adjustment for payment to UNMHSC;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that:
UNMHSC officials are authorized to certify to HSD the amount of$3,217,194 required
as the state's share of the Fiscal Year 1996 Medicaid cost settlement, so that HSD can
draw down and pay over to UNMHSC the federal participation amount of$8,841,253, as
satisfaction in full of the Fiscal Year 1996 Medicaid cost settlement; provided, however,
that this authorization is subject to the condition precedent that Q,lHSD and the federal
government approve an amendment to New Mexico's State Medicaid Plan providing for
the continuing state operated teaching hospital adjustment in essentially the form
provided in Exhibit A: or (2) that HSD provide written assurance to UNMHSC that
adoption of such an amendment to the New Mexico State Medicaid Plan is not required
and that HSD will implement such a continuing state operated teaching hospital
adjustment, using substantially the same formula as provided in Exhibit A.

Adopted by a vote of
August 2000.

1

in favor,

-'L opposed, and t)

•

•
2

abstaining this 8th day of

•

•

•
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

I
I
I

The University of New Mexico has recognized for several years that its energy utility
systems are in need of significant repair, improvement, and upgrade. Initial estimates clearly
indicated that the cost of the upgrade projects far exceeded the capital available through
traditional University funding sources. The University considered several traditional and
creative means to resolve the energy systems issues and carefully analyzed each alternative.
In order to move forward with specific plans to address these energy utility systems issues,
the University created Lobo Energy, Inc. and charged it with the responsibility of developing
a business plan to identifY and address the application of all available economic resources to
satisfY the capital requirements for the necessary infrastructure projects.

I

I

Lobo Energy
Lobo Energy is a not-for-profit entity, formed by the Regents of The University of New
Mexico (UNM) in 1998 in accordance with authority provided by the University Research
Park Act enacted in 1978. Its purpose is to analyze UNM's utility systems and create a plan
that provides a feasible business solution to improve and upgrade the utility infrastructure .

I

•I

Its business activities are managed by a Chief Executive Officer, who reports to a Board of
Directors comprised of senior University officials and at least two outside public members.
The business planning activities are authorized as part of an Interim Services Agreement
between UNM and Lobo Energy. Lobo Energy'S responsibilities, defined by that agreement,
include procuring electricity and natural gas for UNM; installing an energy metering and
management system for UNM; and developing a business plan for the upgrade and
improvement of the utility infrastructure. The energy procurement processes have been
implemented for several months, and the energy metering project is nearing completion. The
business plan is presented herein.

I
I
I
I
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Business Plan Development
In developing the business plan, Lobo Energy employed several consultants I to assist in
assessing the utility infrastructure needs, defining a technical solution, and determining the
financial parameters of that solution. The combined efforts resulted in a comprehensive plan
that describes many utility improvement projects, their construction costs, and the financial
impacts upon the utility services. Importantly, the plan treats the individual project

I

GLHN Architects & Engineers performed the infrastructure analysis. Texas A&M University Energy Systems Lab performed
the energy conservation opportunity assessments. Energy, Economic, and Environmental Consultants performed the pro forma
analysis and modeling. George K. Baum Company provided the debt structuring and analysis.
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components as an integrated whole, with each component system dependent on other system
components to achieve both the engineering and financial performance modeled.
The planning approach identifies methods that create the best economic results in order that
the infrastructure improvement projects can be expanded to encompass as much of the
infrastructure upgrades as can be achieved. This planning created an assessment model of
the campus utility systems that combines and compares two scenarios: (1) a "Base Case,"
where no capital improvements are instituted and only campus growth and escalating costs
are placed against the current utility's physical and funding system, and (2) a "Systems
Renewal Scenario Case," where nearly all of the utility production equipment is replaced and
energy conservation projects are implemented.
The Base Case Scenario indicates that continuing the current method of funding and
operating the University's utility system will create a 20-year unfunded energy procurement
expense approaching $63 million. Not only would this shortfall create a financial burden on
the University and the State of New Mexico, but also the infrastructure will continue to
deteriorate and the University growth plan will not be able to be realized.
The Systems Renewal Scenario creates and retains for its own benefit the energy
procurement savings associated with replacing inefficient utility production equipment with
new efficient equipment and performing energy conservation projects. This scenario
requires approximately $54.4 million in capital funds, but provides a net present value of the
20-year income stream of approximately $67.1 million.
This business plan makes two fundamental assumptions:
•

The University will provide the project's financing.

•

The difference between the existing utilities funding and the resulting actual utilities
expenses will be retained and used for debt service with any excess being retained in a
sinking fund for other utility infrastructure projects and future capital renewal.

In summary, this business plan assesses the condition of the existing utility systems, sets the
goals and objectives for utility system improvement, provides engineering solutions, and
analyzes the solutions by creating a model of the University's utility systems that predicts the
financial results of implementing the solutions over a 20-year planning period.
The complete plan is contained within three volumes, the first of which is this Volume I:
Executive Summary. Volume 2 contains a summary of the consulting reports. Volume 3
contains the working papers and consulting reports from which all of the work has been
derived.
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UNM Utility Current Status
The utility infrastructure at UNM has deteriorated over the past several decades as a result of
inadequate capital funding. Two areas of utility service have been most directly affected:
•

Existing equipment and systems have aged beyond normal life expectations, resulting in
lower service reliability and higher maintenance costs.

•

Continued campus growth has led to inadequate heating, cooling and electrical systems'·
capacity, coupled with inadequate distribution capability to transport the utility services
to the campus areas requiring utility services.

The specific utility services that have been assessed are noted here with a summary of the
current condition of each. This list is intended to summarize the essence of the problems
with the systems on campus. The corrective action strategies described later are intended to
solve these problems.

Chilled Water
Production
•

The age of the equipment at Ford Utilities Center well exceeds industry standards for
useful service life. Reliability of chillers is poor and many parts are obsolete or difficult
to find.

•

Chillers in the North Plant consist of two inefficient, aging 1,200-ton single-effect steam
absorption machines and one 1,OOO-ton electric chiller.

I

•

Refrigerants (chlorofluorocarbons) in use at Ford Utilities Center are being phased out
by international agreement as being harmful to the environment.

I

•

Chilled water production efficiency is relatively low compared to currently available
technology.

I

•

Capacity of the Main Campus chillers is presently insufficient to meet peak summer
cooling loads. Peak day loads are not met even with supplementary cooling from singleeffect absorbers at the Cogen Plant and the North Plant. Insufficient production capacity
available on a peak day results in increasingly warmer chilled water supply temperatures
as the day progresses.

•

There is no excess production capacity to meet planned campus load growth.

•

No peak summer backup production capacity currently exists on either the Main Campus
or the North Campus due to the capacity shortfall.

I
I
I

r
I
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Distribution
•

Distribution capacity is unable to meet present peak summer loads.

•

Distribution capacity is not available to serve planned campus growth, particularly
growth on the east end of the Main Campus and in the Health Sciences area of the North
Campus.

•

Chilled water service to the buildings at the far southeast end of the Main Campus.
system is particularly limited.

•

Existing building chilled water interface controls and equipment are ineffective in
simultaneously satisfying building cooling loads while maintaining high return water
temperature to the plant.

•

Buildings and building interfaces contain various throttling and flow limiting devices,
which require high distribution differential pressures.

Steam
Generation
•

Existing steam generation equipment at Ford Utilities Center dates from the late 1940s
and is well in excess of industry standards for expected service life.

•

Steam generation efficiencies are substantially less than currently available technology.

•

Air emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO) for existing steam
generation equipment are in excess of current available technology.

•

Currently, the University Hospital supplements Ford Utilities Center's steam supply to
the North Campus.

Distribution
•

At current operating pressures, distribution piping size constraints limit the ability to
meet peak heating flow requirements to the North Campus.

Electrical Distribution
•

The North Campus Substation and its 12.4 7-kY distribution system was installed
recently in 1998.

•

The two North Campus distribution feeders are loaded beyond half of their combined
capacities. One feeder cannot accept full load if necessary due to failure or planned
outage of the other.
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•

The single North Campus Substation transformer will need a full backup source.
Presently, the North Campus backup power source is the PNM-owned Indian Hospital
Substation, which can be used to feed all of the North Campus loads.

•

The MainlNorth substations will be interconnected as part of a project currently being
implemented by the Physical Plant. This will provide an adequate reliable source of
backup power for each campus in the event of a substation failure.

•

The Main Campus distribution system is a 30-year-old, 4160-V system, which is in need
of replacement. The Main Campus substation is essentially at full capacity at this time,
given the need for one transformer to support the entire load in case of failure or planned
outage of the other.

•

All of the Main Campus distribution equipment and virtually all of the distribution
feeders are 40 years old. The feeders are beyond their expected useful life and are
located in tunnels, which are subject to flooding. Outages have occurred over the years.

Natural Gas Supply and Distribution
•

Natural gas is purchased on the transport market with distribution charges paid to Public
Service Company of New Mexico (PNM).

•

Gas pressure is supplied to the campus at 50 psig and must be compressed with an onsite compressor to serve the Cogeneration Plant combustion turbine.

Energy Consumption Within Campus Buildings
•

Campus buildings average over 35 years of age.

•

Limited campus-wide energy conservation programs have been ineffective.

•

An energy management control system installed in the early 1970s has failed, is obsolete,
and cannot be repaired.

•

Most building energy systems are manually operated, resulting in many systems running
24 hours per day even while unoccupied.

•

Nearly all energy controls are pneumatic-based, using 50-year-old technology.

Growth p'lanning
Campus growth will directly affect the size and design of the utility systems considered
within this business plan. As a result, several sources were consulted to generate the forecast
of area growth that will directly impact the University's utility systems. Differences in
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square footage projections illustrated in Graph 1 reflect that not all areas receive the same
utility services. The growth forecast is illustrated in Figure 1.

Main Campus
This plan incorporates the growth concepts developed in the Campus Development Plan
(Barton Myers 1996). The projections for added square feet were reviewed with UNM's
Facility Planning Department. The final growth area was adjusted and inserted into this
business plan.
In summary, the growth plan assumes fairly homogeneous area additions across most of the
campus. The most notable change to the area served by the utility system will occur in the
northwest corner bounded by University Boulevard, Lomas Boulevard, and Las Lomas Road
(Precinct F). This area is predominantly inhabited by sorority and fraternity housing. When
this area is reconstructed to contain administrative and academic buildings, it will be
necessary to extend the University utility services into the precinct coincident with the
construction. This scenario is provided in the business plan.

~
I
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Figure 1, Growth precincts for The University of New Mexico,
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North Campus
The Health Sciences Center Leadership Council is actively developing a growth plan for the
North Campus. This plan is more current and accurate than the Barton Myers plan and,
therefore, its projections were used in this business plan.
The North Campus growth plan includes building programs that will double the square feet
of inhabited space. Upon closer inspection, it was determined that only about half of the
planned new space will be connected to the University's central utility system. This reduced
utility burden has allowed for a smaller utility growth requirement, thereby reducing the
capital cost.
The North Campus growth plan includes building a hospital facility on the existing chilled
water plant site. A construction cost analysis was performed that indicated that refurbishing
the existing site was the lowest capital cost option. This business plan is flexible as to
whether a new plant is constructed and where it may be sited, but the incremental increase in
capital and life-cycle operating costs must be considered when the plant site is selected.

Engineering Solutions
Goals and Objectives
•

Provide adequate production and distribution capacity for present and near-term loads.

•

Provide adequate distribution capacity and plant expansion capability to incrementally
accommodate future planned loads.

•

Provide single-failure redundancy (i.e., equipment or system capable of complete backup
on failure of the largest single component) for major production and distribution
systems.

•

Optimize the use of current campus assets to maximize the potential to self-fund
improvements.

•

Improve utility system operating efficiencies and energy supply options in a manner that
maximizes the potential to self-fund the improvements.

A set of specific goals to realize these objectives have been developed as follows:

Chilled Water
•

Provide colder water to buildings.
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•

Replace outdated chilled water production equipment with new electric driven
equipment having adequate capacity. Specify and select new chilled water production
equipment on lowest life-cycle cost basis.

•

Specify new production equipment for colder water production.

•

Install new direct buried piping systems to improve distribution capacity while
minimizing major modifications to piping in existing tunnel systems.

Power
•

Install additional on-site electric power generation equipment with a low heat rate
(efficiency) in flexible size increments whose generation costs favorably compare with
the costs of purchased electric power.

•

Convert the Main Campus electrical systems to a 12.47-kV distribution system with
feeders out of the utility tunnel system. (The Physical Plant currently has an "electrical
duct-bank project" under construction to accomplish this.)

•

Provide reliable backup power sources for the Health Sciences Center and the University
Hospital.

•

Provide substation capacity adequate to support planned growth.

•

Tie the Main Campus to the North Campus for backup. (This effort is being conducted
by the Physical Plant as part of the "electrical duct-bank project.")

Steam
•

Remove eXlstmg unused and outdated steam generation capacity and replace with
equipment that uses improved control technology for improved air quality and thermal
efficiency.

•

Raise distribution pressure to provide increased capacity in the existing piping system,
which will delay the need to replace piping.

Natural Gas
•

Provide adequate natural gas service to the campus to allow operation of combustion
turbines with minimal supplemental compression.

Final Strategy Selection
The final strategy for the upgrades to the University infrastructure has evolved as a result of
an intense feasibility test of many ideas by the management team. Although the individual
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system components are be described' separately, it is important to understand that they are
part of a comprehensive and integrated energy utility system strategy. The strategy can best
be described in terms of infrastructure categories and system components.

Infrastructure Categories
Ford Utilities Center
The existing Ford Utilities Center will be reconstructed as a comprehensively modified
District Energy System Production facility. This facility will include a 4,000-ton, all-electric
(12.47-kV) chilled water plant in a direct primary configuration. It will be fitted with new
pumps and refurbished cooling towers. Space will be provided to add 2,000 tons of future
capacity. Pumps and piping will be sized to allow the full 6,000 tons to be delivered to
campus if necessary. In addition, Boiler #5 will be retained and refurbished with new
burners and controls, and an additional 100,000 lb/hr new boiler will be installed for primary
service. Space will be provided for a future boiler. A 500-kw diesel generator will provide
emergency black start capability.
Two nominal 4-MW gas turbine generators with heat recovery boilers will be installed. The
cogenerated steam will supplement the capacity provided by the conventional boilers. Space
will be provided for a future third cogeneration unit. A high-pressure gas line will be
extended from the PNM distribution system to Ford Utilities Center to service the
cogeneration gas turbines; gas compressors will provide the proper final pressure. The
cogenerated electricity will be fully consumed within the campus. Additional electric power
needs will be purchased from PNM during the near term. When electric restructuring allows
competitive procurement for preferred suppliers, PNM will become a potential supplier
among others who will compete for UNM's electrical requirements.

New East Chilled Water Plant
A 4,000-ton, all-electric (12.47-kV) East Plant will be constructed near the Olympic Pool and
will be connected to the existing chilled water service in the tunnel system utilizing direct
buried piping.

North Campus Chilled Water Plant
The existing North Plant will be refurbished with 4,000 tons of electric (l2.47-kV) chillers,
new pumps, and refurbished cooling towers. Space will be provided to add 2,000 tons of
future firm capacity. Pumps and piping will be sized to allow the full 6,000 tons to be
delivered to campus if necessary. Extensive new and upgraded tunnel piping will allow the
plant to serve the new North Campus growth.

,
I
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Health Sciences Service Building (HSSB) Chilled Water Plant
The existing HSSB Plant will be provided with an additional, new 1,000-ton electric (480-V)
chiller and additional direct buried piping connections to the tunnel system. These additions
will allow the HSSB Plant to serve new North Campus growth in parallel with the North
Plant and to provide backup service to the University Hospital.

Chilled Water Distribution Interface
All air-handling unit chilled water coils in buildings currently connected to the chilled water
system will be converted to two-way modulating control. Building pumps will be
decommissioned, and interface control valves will be removed. It is anticipated that six
buildings will require booster pumps.

Chilled Water Distribution
New direct buried piping will allow the new Main Campus East Plant to serve the cooling
loads in parallel with the refurbished Ford Utilities Center. A combination of new direct
buried piping, upgraded existing tunnel piping, and new shallow tunnel piping will allow the
refurbished North Plant and the upsized HSSB Plant to serve the North Campus load in
parallel. Future growth in Precinct F will require a direct buried chilled water service from
Ford. Future growth in Precinct H will be served from within that precinct.

Electric Distribution
Currently, the University is constructing a new 12.47~kV duct-bank system on Main Campus
as a first step toward upgrading the old 4160-V system to 12.47-kV. Also in design is a new
11S-kV to 12.47-kV substation that includes a single 30 mega volt-amp transformer and a
new line-up of lS-kV double-ended switchgear for serving all existing and future Main
Campus buildings, as well as the existing and future North Plant chiller loads. This project
will also provide a new interconnect feeder between North and Main Campus Substations.
These projects, along with re-feeding the University Hospital directly from the North
Substation, will solve all of the existing system deficiencies.
New distribution feeders from the upgraded substations can accommodate the addition of
new electric chiller capacity and future building growth. System redundancy will be
provided with a second Main-North Campus interconnect feeder.
In case of a utility power failure, the maximum output of the cogeneration units would likely
be unable to provide electrical power to support the entire Main and North campus electric
loads. A load-shedding scheme must be implemented to allow the cogeneration units to
operate without dropping off line due to an overload condition. An intelligent load-shedding
scheme will be designed that monitors total load versus cogen output capacity, and sheds preprogrammed least-critical loads upon loss of PNM power. Load shedding would be
accomplished by tripping off certain 12.47-kV circuit breakers at both the Main Campus and
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North Campus Substations. Once the remaining load is stabilized at less than cogen
capacity, additional loads could be brought back on line as required to utilize the maximum
cogen output.

Steam
All future steam generation will be located at Ford Utilities Center. The hospital has an
independent plant. To serve expected growth in the Health Sciences area, the steam pressure
in the two 40 psig systems serving that area will be increased to approximately 120 psig ..
This will provide the quantity and temperature required for use in North Campu~ processes.
Future capacity for Precinct F will be served from Ford Utilities Center; Precinct H will be
served from within the precinct.
As the requirement for capacity builds, a third Ford boiler will be added at some point and
the Ford Boiler #5 will be retired as it ages beyond expected service life.
Natural Gas
To serve the cogeneration of electricity at Ford Utilities Center, a high-pressure gas line will
be installed from the intersection of Yale Boulevard and Avenida Cesar Chavez to Ford
Utilities Center, where a set of electric-driven gas compressors will deliver the gas to the
cogeneration plant at the correct pressure. This project will require coordination with PNM
for its installation.

Energy Conservation Opportunities
Implementing these "demand-side" energy conservation projects will both reduce the need
for installed plant capacity and improve the efficiency of the University's energy
consumption. The capital cost requirements for these elements of the business plan are well
justified by energy savings and assist in providing for overall financial feasibility of the
comprehensive project. These projects are incorporated into the pro forma analysis. The
recommended measures include the following:
•

Place chilled water building-pumps out of service and utilize variable speed
supplementary pumping where necessary and economically justified.

•

Retrofit campus lighting with new, high-efficiency lighting, and install occupancy
sensors where applicable.

•

Install variable air volume retrofits of heating, refrigerating, and air-conditioning systems
in selected buildings.

•

Install and commission a North and Main campus-wide Energy Management and Control
System.
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•

Replace existing pneumatic controls with new direct digital controls to allow complex
and continuous control of energy systems in the buildings.

Total Resulting Energy Loads
When the utility systems are converted to all-electric chilling with the addition of more
cogenerated steam and electricity, the profile of procured energy and the production of steam
and electricity will change. In Year 3 of the plan, the production of steam will drop
precipitously when the steam-driven chillers are replaced. Also in Year 3, the total chilled
water supplies will increase as sufficient capacity is installed to serve the current cooling
capability deficit; the generation of additional electricity will reduce the amount of
purchased electricity. In Years 3 through 5, the total amount of electricity consumption will
decrease due to implementation of the energy conservation projects. In plan Year 4 and
beyond, the campus growth drives the increased use of energy. These concepts are
illustrated in Graphs 2 and 3.
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Project Phasing
Depending on the availability of funds, the academic construction priorities, the physical
construction possibilities, and the University procurement regulations, the projects proposed
in this analysis may be combined into one large project or implemented individually. It is
beneficial to pre-purchase major items of equipment to facilitate delivery and scheduling and
to enhance low-cost procurement. The scenario described in the Implementation section
below assumes that the University pre-purchases all chillers and releases them into
production as needed for the individual phases. To ensure adequate chilled water production
for the Main Campus when Ford Utilities Center is demolished and rebuilt, the new East
Plant will be the first project constructed. Once the East Plant is serving chil1ed water to the
campus, work will begin on Ford Utilities Center chilled water, steam, and cogeneration subprojects.
The addition of chilling capacity at the Health Science Services Building chil1ing plant can
begin on a schedule independent of the Main Campus utility projects. It is necessary to have
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the HSSB plant addition fully operational prior to refurbishing the existing North Campus
chilling plant.

Utility Assessment Model & Pro Forma Analysis
To provide a comprehensive tool from which informed strategies could be generated,
a 20-year utility assessment model was developed that incorporated engineering data from
GLHN Architects & Engineers and Texas A&M University Energy Service Lab. Using this
model, a variety of scenarios were evaluated through the manipulation of various inputs such
as inflation rates, energy cost escalations, projected campus growth, implementation of
energy conservation programs, and budgetary constraints.
Based on the above inputs, two scenarios were developed and evaluated. The first scenario
("Base Case") is based on maintaining the current energy utility systems technologies, while
the second scenario contemplates a replacement utility system. The Base Case or "Do
Nothing" Scenario is not a viable option, however, due to the age and condition of UNM's
current energy infrastructure.
The Systems Renewal Scenario was developed to address the current energy systems
2
deficiencies. This scenario was prepared under a particular set of assumptions and
incorporates the specific technological solution identified by GLHN. The technological
solution suggested by the GLHN engineers transfers the current heavy reliance on purchased
electricity to energy systems that rely on natural gas as their primary fuel input. Under this
set of assumptions, the total estimated construction cost for the project is $54,433,877.
Graph 4 (Purchased Energy Costs) demonstrates the escalation in purchased energy costs
over the modeled period. The cost to purchase energy, a key component, will continue to
escalate due to anticipated increases in real energy prices and general price inflation. The
Energy Information Administration's (EIA) long-term projections were relied upon including
an additional 2.5% increase for general price inflation. Increases in the price for natural gas
are expected to be higher than increases for purchased electricity during the first few years of
the modeled scenarios (200 I - 2005). After Year 5, however, the increases in the cost of
natural gas begin to parallel the increases for electricity.
The Systems Renewal Scenario modeling allows interrogation of the long-term fiscal
implications of the engineering performance associated with the proposed infrastructure.
Graph 5 (Purchased and Self-Generated Electric Costs) illustrates the savings analogous with
self-generated versus purchased kilowatt-hours (kWh). Year 3 marks substantial electricity
cost savings associated with the availability of new self-generated electricity capacity. The
forecast for the cost per kWh of purchased electricity remains unchanged from the EIA

Due to the unpredictable nature offuture costs, revenues, and growth patterns, many variable assumptions were also
incorporated in the model to permit manipulation of input data.
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forecast contained in the previous graph. The increase in cost per kWh of self-generated
electricity (in Year 3) is due to debt service associated with the cost of implementing the new
energy facilities. The new generation has lower operation, maintenance, and fuel costs per
kWh than the existing self-generation facilities; however, the debt service on the new
facilities increases costs above the existing facilities costs. Despite the debt service, the
average overall cost to provide for the University's electricity requirements sees a dramatic
reduction (reduced from almost 5 cents to 4.3 cents per kWh) in Year 3.
By incorporating forecasts of energy use and utility system performance into the model, it
can provide information allowing assessment of financial feasibility and financing
alternatives by creating a pro forma financial statement. This pro forma was used to identify
revenue requirements and present financial data crucial to project decision-making. The pro
forma states that the impacts of utility systems change in terms of annual financial
performance through an income statement. The basic outputs that are considered by the pro
forma are Total Revenue, Total Operating Expenses, Operating Income, Debt Service, and
Net Cash Flow.
Revenues are assumed based on present funding levels. Currently, the budget under the
Commission on Higher Education (CHE) funding formula provides The University of New
Mexico with $6.8 million per year for purchased energy (i.e., Main and North campus,
excluding the Hospital). Under the funding formula this budget is expected to increase with
square footage expansions, but not it will not necessarily increase due to electricity and
natural gas price inflation. This funding is represented by the blue dashed-line on Graph 6
(DES Purchased Energy Cost).
The purchased energy costs for the Base Case Scenario are reflected by the top line on
Graph 6 (beginning at $6.8 million in Year 1 and reaching more than $17 million to operate
in year 20). Given forecasts of energy prices over the next 20 years, it is assumed
(unrealistically) that existing technology will be used to satisfy campus energy demand
growth. Assuming the current level of legislative funding with increases based on square
footage growth, this Scenario implies "unfunded" purchased energy costs will total
$63 million over the next 20 years. The CHE formula-funded-budget will provide an
estimated total of $183.7 million to fund energy purchases, but Base Case estimates of
purchased energy requirements suggest expenditures of $246.7 million.
Thus, an
approximately $63 million shortfall in funding of purchased energy requirements is
forecasted.
With the switch to more efficient technologies under the Systems Renewal Scenario, the cost
savings of purchased energy are anticipated to be $111.9 million as compared to the Base
Case Scenario (see Graph 6). If these savings are actually "realized" against the CHE
formula funding, actual savings will be provided amounting to $48.9 million by
implementing the Systems Renewal Scenario. These "realized" savings, coupled with other
funding and conservation programs, would be used to help offset the cost of debt service
associated with the implementation of the proposed new utility facilities.
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The pro forma for the Systems Renewal Scenario also considers requirements for an annual
payment to fund the inevitable maintenance and replacement of the capital assets presented
in this Scenario. The model allows accumulation of such capital balances from net cash flow
surpluses in a "Funded Major Maintenance Accrual" account. This use of the "Funded
Major Maintenance Accrual" prevents the deterioration of the proposed energy facilities by
providing the budget resources to meet periodic capital equipment renewal and replacement.
The historic absence of such a fund is precisely why the UNM utility systems require the
major capital investments that are now being contemplated. Currently, no accrual fund exists
to meet these major maintenance expenditure requirements. This deficit is illustrated by the
dark-blue line on Graph 7 (DES Systems Renewal Model Net Cash Flow Analysis).
Initially, much of the major maintenance is eliminated with the replacement of existing
systems. As the new facilities begin to age, major maintenance will become necessary.
It is concluded that major UNM budgetary policy modifications (to include labor, operating,
and maintenance costs) and capital expenditures are necessary for the implementation and
success of the Systems Renewal Scenario. Under the structure presented, it is proposed that
more than $55 million doIlars in tax-exempt bonds be issued to finance the capital projects
under the Systems Renewal Scenario and to generate the cash flow necessary to support and
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maintain a new energy infrastructure. The bond issue assumes that the project costs will be
net of interest earnings; therefore, the debt issuance will need only fund $50,236,751 to
complete the project over a 6-year construction period. Referring again to Graph 7, project
cash flows are always positive and grow nearly exponentially after the retirement of debt in
Year 15. This graph also clearly illustrates that under this proposed scenario, the cash flows
will be sufficient to not only fund this project but also to provide for major maintenance of
these proposed new facilities.
Based on the forecasted cash flows generated from the pro forma Income Statement (which
incorporates the bond issuance mentioned above), a Net Present Value (NPV) analysis was
performed for this scenario. The positive result of $67.1 million strongly recommends the
implementation of this strategy. Indeed, the strength of this project's performance allows
retirement of bonds in 15 years, provides funding for all energy systems' major maintenance
and capital renewal requirements, and requires minimal cash contributions from existing
University resources. The pro forma results are extremely favorable.
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The energy conservation and financial conclusions from this study are summarized below.

Results of the Systems Renewal Scenario

•
•
•
•

•

Percentage annual electric usage savings
Percentage total annual natural gas usage savings
Percentage total energy budget savings (using NPV @ 10%
discount rate)
Net present value of project cash flow (@ 10% discount rate)
Systems Renewal Scenario total financing

9.8%
22.0%
42%
$67,099,092
$55,490,000

Implementation
This business plan contains several major infrastructure construction projects and many
smaller energy conservation construction projects. The energy conservation projects will
require a substantial amount of planning and coordination with many University
departments. Because they involve working inside the buildings where administration and
academic schedules must be considered, they will be planned and implemented after the
approval of this plan.
The infrastructure projects discussed at length earlier in this document are presented in a
schedule below where the timing and overlapping relationships can been seen. The
construction draw amounts are overlaid upon the schedule in amounts as contained within
the Systems Renewal Scenario financing section.
It is recommended that the University procure through its normal processes a "design-build"
contractor who will provide all labor, materials, and other services to both design and
construct a single, public project. The contract between the University and the design-build
contractor will allow for refinements in scope and price without invalidating the contract.
This potentially simplifies the management aspects of the project and centralizes University
control by providing a single responsible party for design, construction, schedule, and cost.
The most critical aspect will be to ensure that the utility systems function efficiently and
reliably as an integrated energy system. Without this performance result, the economic
benefits are not maximized and operating results may fall short of those projected in the pro
forma schedule.
As illustrated in Schedule I below, the Main Campus East Chiller Plant must be constructed
prior to beginning the renovation of the other infrastructure systems. The goal is to have this
additional capacity available coincident with the completion of the University's Student
Union Building renovation project. Completion of the East Chiller Plant will assist in
expediting the entire infrastructure renewal process. In Year 1 of the plan, the project will
draw approximately $17.3 million from the bonds to allow engineering, design, construction
mobilization, and equipment orders to be placed.
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(Year 5)

Schedule I. Project Schedule.

Approval and Financing Schedule
The approval processes should be expedited to allow the planning, design, and funding of the
projects to meet certain schedules. A proposed approval process for the year 2000 is
described below.
June 20:

Lobo Energy Board approves the business plan. Select Request For Proposal
(RFP) consultant.

July I:

Issue pre-qualification request for design-build firms.

Aug 1:

Select qualified design-build firms. Issue proposals on August 13 and close the
process on August 2 I .

Aug. 11:

Request the Finance & Facilities Committee's planning approval for
infrastructure renewal projects. Request bond and project approval for the East
Chilled Water Plant in September and October, respectively.

Aug. 12:

Request the Board of Regents' planning approval for infrastructure renewal
projects. Request bond and project approval for the East Chilled Water Plant in
September and October, respectively.

Aug. l3:

Issue design-build RFP.

Aug. 15:

Present infrastructure plan to the Campus Planning Committee.

Aug. 21:

Close the design-build RFP period.
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Sept. 1:

Select the design-build contractor. Begin schematic design of the East Chilled
Water Plant.

Sept. 11:

Request the Finance & Facilities Committee's bond approval for entire
infrastructure project.

Sept. 12:

Request the Board of Regents' bond approval for entire infrastructure project.
Submit agenda items to the Commission on Higher Education.

Oct. 2:

Request the Finance & Facilities Committee's project approval for the East
Chilled Water Plant.

Oct. 10:

Request the Board of Regents' project approval for the East Chilled Water Plant.

Oct. 12:

Present infrastructure renewal plan for information to the Commission On
Higher Education. Request approval for bond funding and the East Chilled
Water Plant project.

Nov. 14:

Present infrastructure renewal plan to the State Board of Finance for information
and request approval for bond funding.

Utilities Department Role
This plan recommends that the Utilities Department continue to provide traditional utility
services to the campus areas. Its area of responsibilities should be expanded so that
interdependent utility matters and the flow of utility funds can be managed from a central
department. In addition to operating and maintaining utility equipment, it should also
become responsible for managing the procurement of energy and the regulatory affairs
associated with the energy issues.
When this business plan is implemented, most utility systems will be renewed through a
series of construction projects over a period of several years. These sweeping changes will
require additional effort and capabilities within the Utilities Department. Personnel will be
challenged to continue to serve the campus utility needs while participating in the design and
construction of the projects during this period. New skills will be required, new operating
and maintenance procedures will be developed, and financial and administrative changes will
be required within the Physical Plant Department, the Utilities Department, and likely,
elsewhere within UNM.

Lobo Energy Role
Transition Management. To assist with these changes, this business plan proposes that Lobo
Energy become a transitional management services consultant to the Utilities Department. It
will assist with obtaining the resources needed and developing new capabilities to efficiently
manage energy procurement, regulatory management, and new operating and maintenance
requirements associated with the construction projects.
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Project Management. This plan also proposes that Lobo Energy become the University's
Project Manager for conducting the infrastructure upgrade and energy conservation projects.
Lobo Energy will manage the University'S procurement of contracting, engineering, design,
construction, and commissioning services related to the projects. This central responsibility
will allow coordination among all related University departments (i.e., Department of
Facility Planning, Physical Plant Department, Utilities Department, Budget Office, and
others).
Service Agreements. The current Interim Services Agreement between Lobo Energy and
UNM will terminate with the Agreement's revenue concepts reverting to the benefit of the
Utilities Department. The CIMMS Lease Agreement between Lobo Energy and UNM will
terminate at the end of the construction period, with the responsibilities and obligations
reverting to the Utilities Department.
Lobo Energy will discharge its new duties by means of two agreements:
•

For the benefit of the Utilities Department, Lobo Energy will manage the Request For
Proposal, as well as the contracting and negotiation phases of the projects. It will also
manage the engineering, design, and construction for the projects. Project management
and funds disbursement will be provided under Lobo Energy's authority. Compensation
will be at a rate of2% of total construction costs.
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Infrastructure Project Management Services Agreement

•

Transition Management Services Agreement
Lobo Energy will provide management support services to the Utilities Department to
assist in enhancing its ability to create and retain economic benefits as follows:
1. Lobo Energy will provide energy management services by developing natural gas
and electricity procurement procedures and analytical tools to reduce cost;
developing an electricity generation plan to integrate gas and electricity procurement
with maintenance outages to reduce overall cost of energy; and developing and
coordinating procedures to monitor building energy use to ensure that consumption
is minimized while full services are provided.
2.

Lobo Energy will provide regulatory management services by analyzing rate case
economics, providing expert testimony, providing legal interventions where
appropriate, and providing inter- and intra-state tariff analysis and federal
transmission services analysis.

3.

Lobo Energy will assist the Utilities Department with developing and implementing
the following: standardized departmental procedures; the ability to analyze and
balance energy production with energy prices and demand; procedures to control the
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4. Lobo Energy will assist the Utilities Department with implementing a formal,
integrated maintenance management system consisting of an inventory and
procurement system, preventive and corrective maintenance system, and an effective
work hour reporting system. It will also assist with developing and implementing
standardized departmental procedures and coordinating maintenance outages with
operational requirements.
Compensation by the Utilities Department will provide reimbursement to Lobo Energy for
management labor and resources at a rate intended only to cover actual costs. This business
plan assumes that the transition activities will be successfully completed in plan Year 5. The
need for Lobo Energy's continued management activities will be reviewed at that time.

Conclusion
The University's utility infrastructure can be upgraded and improved by implementing the
The result of the plan's
technical solutions provided within this business plan.
implementation will be a renewed and expanded production capacity and additional
distribution capability to relieve current constraints and to provide the ability to expand the
campus to meet the 20-year Master Campus Development Plan.
The infrastructure upgrade projects will be fully funded from the energy savings created by
implementing this business plan. The efficiency gains achieved by replacing the inefficient
utility equipment, combined with the energy consumption reductions due to the
implementation of the energy conservation projects, will provide sufficient operating income
to service the debt. The residual income after debt service will be dedicated to funding
major maintenance and other future capital renewal requirements. The total capital project
requirements will be approximately $54.4 million. The project bonds will be completely
paid in less than 15 years and the resulting net present value of the 20-year net income
stream will be $67.1 million.
In addition to the obvious financial benefits discussed above, this plan provides the ability
for the University to internally implement a very large capital project without being
substantially dependent upon other outside sources for project funding. The University
. retains the ability to control risks associated with financial performance by controlling its
own utility services and generating the necessary income to serve the debt. A further
challenge, however, will be to retain and safeguard any excess energy savings in a utilities
sinking fund that will provide for major maintenance and future capital renewal projects.
These funds must be dedicated solely to utility infrastructure projects.
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In summary, this business plan solves the physical and financial challenges of reliably
serving conditioned building environments for the University's primary mission of providing
academic and research activities.
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The infrastructure and energy conservation projects can begin as soon as the approval
processes are completed and funding is available. This plan anticipates that the approval
process can be completed prior to the end of the year 2000 with construction beginning early
in the year 2001. It is anticipated that the energy conservation projects will be substantially
complete within 3 years (2003). It further anticipates that the infrastructure projects will be
substantially complete in 4 years (2004) and fully complete I year later (2005).
This plan assumes that the University will obtain the approvals and financing to allow the
projects to proceed. Further, the plan assumes that the Utilities Department will become the
management center for energy procurement, production, processing, and distribution with the
abilities to discharge the elements of this plan. The current University management policies
and practices may need to be adjusted to this new paradigm where responsibility and
authority are concentrated within an auxiliary enterprise. Lobo Energy will playa central
role as the project manager with the responsibility to ensure the construction is conducted
efficiently and effectively. Further, it will provide transitional management services to the
Utilities Department to assist it in managing the sweeping changes associated with this
utilities project.
The solutions to the University's utility system deficiencies are provided within this business
plan. The technical challenges are addressed and the funding has been identified to solve
them.
This business plan should be implemented as soon as the approvals can be obtained.
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EXHIBITF
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APPROVAL TO PROCEED WITH PLANNING FOR
UTILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL PROJECTS

I
I'

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Approval is requested to proceed with planning for Utilities Infrastructure Renewal
Projects.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
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The overall project involves the renovation and reconstruction of utilities systems on the
Main and North Campuses. A more detailed description of each item appears in the
attached appendix:

Ford Utilities Center: Replacement of existing steam, and chilled water capacity
with new equipment and systems. Installation of new cogeneration capacity.
New East Chilled Water Plant: A new plant will be constructed near the
Olympic Pool and connected to the existing chilled water system.
North Campus Chilled Water Plant: The existing plant will be refurbished with
new chilled water equipment and systems. Piping will be upgraded to serve North
Campus growth.
Health Sciences Service Building (HSSB) Chilled Water Plant: An additional
chiller will be installed. Piping connections will be made to provide reliability
improvements to the North Campus and UNMH.
Building/Plant Chilled Water Interface: The chilled water connection interface
between the plant and building piping will be modified.
Chilled Water Distribution Piping: New and upgraded chilled water piping
will be installed to properly serve campus growth.
Steam Distribution: The campus steam pressure will be increased to properly
serve campus growth.
Natural Gas: Natural gas service to the campus will be upgraded.
Energy Conservation Opportunities: Various building energy conservation
projects will be undertaken to reduce campus energy consumption.

RATIONALE:
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The University of New Mexico has recognized for several years that its energy utility
systems are in need of significant repair, improvement, and upgrade. Initial estimates
clearly indicated that the cost of the upgrade projects far exceeded the capital available
through traditional University funding sources. The University considered several
traditional and creative means to resolve the energy systems issues and carefully analyzed
each alternative.
In response, it created Lobo Energy, Inc. to address this important issue by developing a
business plan that identifies and applies all available economic resources toward the
capital requirements for the infrastructure projects
A strategy for upgrades to the University infrastructure has evolved as a result of an
intense feasibility test of many ideas by Lobo Energy, Inc. and its management team.
Although the individual system components are described separately above, it is
important to understand that they are part of a comprehensive and integrated energy
utility system strategy.
The most immediate requirement is to construct the 4000-ton East Chiller Plant addition.
This project must precede the reconstruction of Ford Utilities Center to assure that Main
Campus cooling requirements can be met while Ford Utilities Center capacity is taken out
of service. Project approval for the East Chiller Plant and approval of the bond package
will be the first items to follow this planning request.
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FUNDING:

I

Funding is expected from University of New Mexico System Revenue Bond proceeds in
the amount of approximately $55 million, which will be repaid from utilities savings over
a I5-year period.
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APPENDIX: Infrastructure Project Descriptions
Ford Utilities Center (New Cogeneration, Steam, and Chilled Water Capacity)
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The existing Ford Utilities Center will be reconstructed as a comprehensively
modified District Energy System Production facility. This facility will include a
4,000-ton all-electric (12.47-kV) chilled water plant in a direct primary
configuration. It will be fitted with new pumps and refurbished cooling towers.
Space will be provided to add 2,000 tons of future capacity. Pumps and piping
will be sized to allow the full 6,000 tons to be delivered to the campus if
necessary. In addition, existing Boiler #5 will be retained and refurbished with
new burners and controls, and an additional 100,000 lblhr new boiler will be
installed for primary service. Space will be provided for a future boiler. A 500kw diesel generator will provide emergency black start capability.
Two nominal 4-MW gas turbine generators with heat recovery boilers will be
installed. The cogenerated steam will supplement the capacity provided by the
conventional boilers. Space will be provided for a future third cogeneration unit.
A high-pressure gas line will be extended from the PNM distribution system to
Ford Utilities Center to service the cogeneration gas turbines; gas compressors
will provide the proper final pressure. The cogenerated electricity will be fully
consumed within the campus. Additional electric power needs will continue to be
purchased from PNM during the near term.
New East Chilled Water Plant

A 4,000-ton all-electric (12.47-kV) East Plant will be constructed near the
Olympic Pool and will be connected to the existing chilled water service in the
tunnel system utilizing direct buried piping.
North Campus Chilled Water Plant

The existing North Plant will be refurbished with 4,000 tons of electric (12.47kV) chillers, new pumps, and refurbished cooling towers. Space will be provided
to add 2,000 tons of future firm capacity. Pumps and piping will be sized to allow
the full 6,000 tons to be delivered to the campus if necessary. Extensive new and
upgraded tunnel piping will allow the plant to serve the new North Campus
growth.
Health Sciences Service Building (HSSB) Chilled Water Plant

The existing HSSB Plant will be provided with an additional, new 1,000-ton
electric (480-V) chiller and additional direct buried piping connections to the

I
tunnel system to allow it to serve new North Campus growth in parallel with the
North Plant and to provide backup service to the University Hospital.
Chilled Water Distribution Interface
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All air-handling unit chilled water coils in buildings currently connected to the
chilled water system will be converted to two-way modulating control. Building
pumps will be decommissioned, and interface control valves will be removed.
Chilled Water Distribution
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New direct buried piping will allow the new Main Campus East Plant to serve the
cooling loads in parallel with the refurbished Ford Utilities Center.
A
combination of new direct buried piping, upgraded existing tunnel piping, and
new shallow tunnel piping will allow the refurbished North Plant and the upsized
HSSB Plant to serve the North Campus load in parallel.
Steam
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All future steam generation will be located at Ford Utilities Center. To serve
expected growth in the Health Sciences area, the steam pressure in the two 40 psig
systems serving that area will be increased to approximately 120 psig. This will
provide the quantity and temperature required for use in North Campus processes

Natural Gas

To serve the cogeneration of electricity at Ford Utilities Center, a high-pressure
gas line will be installed from the intersection of Yale Boulevard and Avenida
Cesar Chavez to Ford Utilities Center, where a set of electric-driven gas
compressors will deliver the gas to the cogeneration plant at the correct pressure.
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Energy Conservation Opportunities

Implementing these "demand-side" energy conservation projects will both reduce the
need for installed plant capacity and improve the efficiency of the University'S energy
consumption. The recommended measures include the following:
•

Place chilled water building-pumps out of service and utilize variable speed
supplementary pumping where necessary and economically justified.

•

Retrofit campus lighting with new, high-efficiency lighting, and install occupancy
sensors where applicable.
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•

Install variable air volume retrofits of heating, refrigerating, and air-conditioning
systems in selected buildings.

•

Install and commission a North and Main campus-wide Energy Management and
Control System.

•

Replace existing pneumatic controls with new direct digital controls to allow complex
and continuous control of energy systems in the buildings.

